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U. S. STEEL

If you're thinking about what
you're going to d o after graduation . . . if you're interested in a
challenging, rewarding position
with a progressive company . . .
then i t will pay you to look into
the opportunities with United
States Steel. Your placement director can give you more details,
or we'll be glad to send you the
informative booklet, "Paths of
Opportunity." United States Steel
Corporation, 525 William Penn
Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

AMERICAN BRIDGE
OIL WELL SUPPLY

StailIlESS ~ t e e w
l ~mIa~
r kst h e h a n d s o m e
skyscrapers of Pittsburgh's Gateway Center. Panels are made of corrosion-resistant
Stainless Steel, backed up with lightweight
concrete reinforced with welded wire fabric.
These are attached to the building frame
quickly and easily. Multi-story building
walls go up with astonishing speed-in this
project, a t better than a floor-a-day rate.
And because these wall panels weigh less,
the weight of supporting structural members is also reduced, resulting in lower
building costs.

They work high to dig deep. S t e e l derricks
like this symbolize one of America's most
vital defense treasures. . .oil. T o help bring
up the "black gold" from its ancient, milesdeep resting places, U. S. Steel makes drilling rigs, steel drill pipe, casing and tubing,
cement, pumps, wire lines, and tough alloy
steels for the drilling bits that can bite
through the hardest rock.
Phot-.Standard

Oil La. IN. J. j

Taking no chances is a good
r u l e to follow on modern
highway. O r ~ v ecarefully the life you save miiy be vour
own. This U S-S Amer~cin
Multisafty Cable Guard
saves many lives, loo. Ovtbr
140 proving ground iinpacl
tosts uqing cars of all 1 vpe?
t hill t I n s
h ~ v demonslrali~d
c
v p e of highwav giiiird provides grraler proteclion at
liigli speeds.
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One day of feeling better
doesn't mean you're cured

V E R HAVE FLU, feel better, and go out too

E

soon-only to have a relapse worse than the
first attack ?

For years the world has been sick. "Somethingfor-nothing," Welfare State, Socialism,"more-payfor-less-work7'-the disease has different names at
different times and places, but it's the same trouble
-loss of energy, ambition, faith-in-yourself.
Now much of the world and especially this
part of it is feeling better; we think we'll liveas this is written it looks as though more housing,

lower prices, lower taxes, and most important of
all, less war, are in prospect. BUTDon't let's take it too easy too soon. The fever
of inflation and debt have wasted the nation's
strength and substance which have to be built
back. If we continue our tried and true American
medicine of hard work, and add the convalescent
tonic of thrift, we'll really recover. But as any
doctor knows, this first surge of "feeling better"
is the dangerous stage:

A relapse could kill us.

Warner & Swasey is always
interested in talking future
opportunities to young men
of a b i l i t y a n d character.
Write Charles Ufford,

Y O U C A N PRODUCE I T BETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS W I T H WARNER

Ã

SWASEY MACHINE TOOLS, TEXTILE MACHINERY, CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY

1

for all types of en
are-if he has what i t takes-a young engineering
graduate will find a t General Motors the career opportunity
he's seeking.
And there are sound reasons why.
In the first place, General Motors makes so many different kinds
of products, there is need for almost every type of engineering
skill. These products range from automobiles and trucks to
refrigerators, fractional horsepower motors and Diesel engines.
GM defense contracts include shells, bombsights, range finders,
tanks and gas turbine engines.
Yet, this great variety of work is widely distributed among GM's
33 manufacturing divisions, its 111plants in 55 towns and cities
throughout the United States. So although each division has its
own engineering department, each can count upon the facilities
of GM's central research and engineering laboratories.
HANCES

It's this combination of big-time opportunity and local intimacy
that fosters so many notable engineering careers a t General
Motors. In fact, many of the top positions a t GM right now a r e
occupied by engineering school graduates.
Why not think about this, as your time of decision draws near?
Your College Placement Office can arrange for an interview with
our GM College Representative the next time he visits your
campus. Or if you prefer, write direct to us.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
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METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
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GM positions now available in these fields:

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Summer jobs available
who want practical experience

*
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for engineering undergraduates
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GENERAL MOTORS C O R P O R A T I O N
Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan
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LETTERS
Some readers' replies to Fred Hoyle's article, "The
Place of Tech nology in Civilization" (E&S-February).

Sirs:

Most students of social a n d economic history would agree with
Hoyle that the role of technology is
very important. Most would dissent
from the exclusive dominance over
human affairs which he accords to it.
When he says that "technology controls civilization.. few serious students would go along with him in
spite of the majestic simplicity of
the idea.
Hoyle-s idea is very similar to the
well known dogma that "'the mode
of production' is the dominant factor in social a n d economic development. As M o r i t z B o n n once remarked. this thesis appeals to some
because it is in itself a convenient
labor savingdevice. Armed with this
cliche one does not feel th,, need to
make the effort required reall) to
learn sornetliing about history. Onc's

confidence in the mode of production
hypothesis or the "'technology controls c i v i l i ~ a t i o n hypothesis
'
is somewhat shaken however hy a historical
curvey ; f o r example. a survey of the
development of Aii=tralia and our
own West. Could it he that the difference in outcome hetween these
areas was largely due to the differprice in ideas and purposes of w e n teenth and eighteenth century mig a r i t s to America as contrasted with
the ideas and purposes of the nineteenth century migrants to Australia?
One of the m e r i t s of Hoyle's
article lies in the admirable candor
with which hp ':eta forth the analogy
on which his thinking is based. Society. in his view. being like a collection of molecules in a gas chamber.
can be studied with the aid of such
intellectual tool-i a%averaging. found
appropriate to the study of mole-

cules. Is the analogy valid? (,an we
agree with Hoyle that it "corneq c l o v
. . . to the human situation"?
It is interesting to see how Hoyle
wobbles a s soon a s h e attempts specific historical analysis. On page 13.
regarding the discovery of methods
of extraction a n d rise of iron h e s e s :
"When the next important discovery
was made. it did not come from civilized people at a l l ; centuries of
disturbance and fighting ~o befuddled t h e wits of civilized man that
he became incapable of making further discoveries." Here he recognizes
that disturbance a n d fighting a r e
vitally influential. Tn a preceding
paragraph h e says that such matters
'count not a jot" but at this point in
the article he seems to admit that
they do.
&gain, on pages 13 and 14. Hoyle
makes some remarks about plagues.
technology and democracy during
the period (say between 400 and
1400 A. D. Both Hoyle and the historians make technology share the
stage with other factors. Hoyle's sequence seems to run: plagues f a t
some unspecified d a t e ) , scarcity of
labor, followed bv technological developments created to economize this
scarce labor. Does this support the
thesis that technology controls a l l ?
O r rather does it not conform to the
widely held view that technology is
a n aspect of social life in which
other things play a role, too?

M o r e than technology
Hoyle's observations on "reversal
of moral values*' and the rebirth of
democratic aspirations in the latter
middle age* a r e certainly explained
1)) competent historians on grounds
larger than technology. B o i s q o n nade's scholarly a n a l p i s . for exarni l e , s t r e s s e s such things as the
growth of political order and the development of trade and commerce in
explaining democratic r n o v e m e n t s.
However. Hoyle does not stick d o s e
to his techriologv thesis in dealin"
with this matter. I n one place h e says
that the rebirth of democracy was
the "product of Roman anti-dernocracy9-a
curious reflection.
I s it true that. as Hoyle says,
changes in the average per capital
real income a r e a "measure" of the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38

To the young engineer with an eve on sales
Let's agree that engineering is not always to be bounded
b\ the quiet of the research lalxn-atory or the roar of
production machinery. Some of us like to meet people,
to talk with them, to sell them on our ideas. That's why
many \oung college men, like you, are choosing careers
in sales engineering.
The sales engineer is a key man at Westinghouse-an
important man in our future. O u r products are essential
to the defense and development of our countr?, and
applying them to the needs of industry and the niilitary
requires men who are technicall) trained.
Westinghouse is a diversified company. Our products
cover a wide range, including equipment for generation

...IFIT'S
Westinghouse

YOU CAN

BE SURE

and utilization of electrical energy, aviation gas turbines,
plastics and atomic power. Westinghouse is a growing
company. Our expansion program has greatly increased
our productive capacity to meet the growing needs of our
nation. And here at Westinghouse, >ou are given every
opportunity for personal development. Well-planned
orientation and training, and programs for continued
education and management development an- integral
parts of the Westinghouse plan. Yes, if \our eve is on
sales career, you'll find the kind of opportunit) you
want a t Westinghouse.
G 102~3
Fo1 info~mationon carrer opportunities at
hestinghouse. consult Placement Ofliiei
of your Unneisity. or ->endfor oui 34-pagr
book . . . F i n d q l o u r Place i n Industry
i411te:
Mr. S. H Harriion
Distiii t Lducationdl Co-ordmhtor
We3tinghouw Hrc tric Corporation
410 Bush Street
San 1'1'~ncisro8, Cahtoi nia
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HORIZO

1his is the "radiant energy spectrum" - the horizon
for the 1600 professional engineers engaged in research and development work at Sylvania's more than
a dozen laboratories.
The research and development under way at Sylvania's
laboratories reaches, in some way, into virtually every
phase of this spectrum. In the broad fields of lighting,
radio, electronics, television, Sylvania engineers are
constantly finding new challenges to stimulate their
imagination, new opportunities to further their careers
in a steadily growing company.
Sylvania offers college graduates expanding opportunities to build a truly successful and challenging professional career.

For information on Sylvania's program for graduating
engineers, see your Placement Office today - or you
may write directly to Sylvania's Supervisor of Technicat Employment.

A Sylvania scientist uses a micro-manipulator to adjust a transistor.

FREE copies of the Radiant Energy Spectrum, illustrated in greater detail and full color, are available
by writing to Dept. "C".

SYLVANIA
,

LIGHTING
6

Electric Prodncts Inc. J9-1740

* RADIO

Broadway, N. Y. C.

* ELECTRONICS

e

TELEVISION

Right now there are
openings for..

.

a Aeronautical engineers
e

Electrical engineers

a Electronic engineers
a Mechanical engineers
e Physicists
Technical writers
a Field engineers for applied
engineering
0

I n each field you work with leaders on
interesting projects vital to the nation's
well-being-long-range projects with a
future - projects that call for originality
and tresh thinking.
You share in Sperry's prestige

You'll be proud to say you're a Sperry
Engineer. Because, as a member of the
engineering staff, you'll share in a fortyyear reputation f o r leadership. Today
S p ~ r r yis the acknowledged leader in the
field of automatic controls for navigation.
From Sperry's work in gyroscopics and
electronics have come the Gyropilot:
flight controller, Zero Reader flight direc-

DIVISION O F THE SPERRY CORPORATION

tor, Microline test equipment, radar,
servomechanisms. computing mechanisms,
and communications equipment.
Attractive locations

Long Inland-A pleasant suburban atmosphere convenient to New York. Modern
plant. Well-equipped laboratories. Excellent working facilities.
Iii the Field-There are excellent applied
engineering opportunities in various sections of the United States and abroad.
Good working conditions

The way is clear for steady advancement.
You are encouraged to continue your education while you earn. And liberal employee
benefits are provided for all.
Check your placement office for dates when
Sperry representatives will visit your school
or write Sperry employment section 1 A 5.

...

I M XU, U S 1 ' A I OFF.

GREAT NECK. N E W Y O R K
IN CANADA

*

CLEVELAND
NEW O R L E A N S
BROOKLYN * LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, MONTREAL. QUEBEC

SEATTLE
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MORE A I R C R A F T E N G I N E S
bear this emblem than any other
Wherever you go i n the aircraft world, you'll find this emblem-the
acknowledged symbol of dependability.
It's carried by big bombers, medium bombers, light bombers-by
commercial transports-by

all types of

flashing jet fighters. I n a field where

only the best is good enough, i t stands for outstanding engineering achievement.
I f you would like to work for the company with a future-in
with an unlimited future-set

your sights on Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.

Praffx Zffy//neyA/?craff

Dv/5/ON

O F UNrrEO AfÃˆCnAF

CORPORA7/ON

EAST H A R T F O R D

an industry
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T H E S I Z E OF THE U N I V E R S E

Research reveals that the range of the 200-inch Palomar
telescope is about twice as great as w e had thought

IN

RECENT YEARS, it has become increasingl) apparent
that there were discrepancies between the different methods astronomers used for measuring distances. Research
done with the 200-inch Palomar telescope has 110% resolved these discrepancies-and revealed that the observable universe is about twice as large as we had supposed
it was before.
This discovery was made by Dr. Walter Baade. staff
member of the Mount IT ilsoii and PaIoinar Observatories, as a consequence of a renieasuremeiit of the distance to the great spiral nebula in the constellation of
Andromeda. This distance is a yardstick used in measuring the distances of all more remote objects.
Dr. Baade's findingti indicate that the astronomical
distance scale was in error 1.15 a factor of about two,
and further research is expected to refine this figure.
Corrections by a factor of two would mean that:
1. The limit of the ohs(~rv(it)i<~
universe-as expre?stvl
1)) the range of the 200-inrh telesrope-has doubled.
That range i? now about 2.000 million light years. 1%
tancc of the Andromeda nebula. one of the nearest to
u?. has doubled to about I?/-> million light -years.
2. A l l the inhabitants of outer space-everything beyond our own galaxy. the Milk) Way-are twice as far
from us and twice as- large as hitherto believed. How-

e\er. the dimensioiis of the Milky V( ay dre not affected.
These facts remote a discrepancy of long standingnamely. that our galaxy formerly appeared to be twice
as big as the biggest extragalactic nebulae which were
found in the universe. IT ith the nevi data. our galaxy
is still among the giants. but it is no longer larger than
an1 other.
3. The volume of the ot~servableuniverse-that sphere
of space which can be scanned with the 200-inch telehcope-has
increased eightfold because its calculated
radius has doubled.
4. The expanding universe-outgrowth of the generally accepted interpretation of red-shifts in the light
from distant extragalactic nebulae as ~ e t o c i t jshifts-is
expanding at half the previously accepted rate. The rule
of thumb mud now he that for ever) million light years
of distance. the speed of expansion i? increased 50 rriilt,*
per second instead of 100.
5. Estimated age of the universe-hat-cd on the expanaion interpretation of red-shifts-is
twice a* greal.
This age repres~iitsthe spiin of time since all the great
objects in space hurtled awaj from a common origin.
some of them at great speed and some at lesser. The
figure now stands at about 4.000 million years instead
of the previously estimated 2,000 million years. This

THREE TELESCOPES

-

Three eyes on the universe

48-inchSchmidt telescope photograph of the Andromeda
nebula. Remeasurement of the distance to this nebula
led to corrections in the astronomical distance scale.

revision eliminates a disturbing disagreement with physicists' estimates-based
on the rate of radioactive decay
of uranium and thorium-that
the earth itself (not the
universe as a whole) was created 2,000 to 3,500 million
years ago.
The beacons astronomers use to find the distances of
far-off stellar systems are Cepheid variables. These are
pulsating stars which periodically brighten and dim.
Their periods of pulsation range from less than a day
to about 50 days and correspond to their inherent brightness ("absolute magnitude" ) . Astronomers use these
absolute magnitudes to calculate distances.

It is now clear that the errors in the astronomical
yardstick crept in with the assumption that all Cepheids
with the same period of pulsation were equally bright.
Dr. Baade has shown that they are not. Rather, there
are actually two types of Cepheids. one fainter than
the other, even though both pulsate identically. Distances calculated on the basis of the old period-lurninosity relationship are therefore wrong.
These errors were not apparent until Dr. Baade recognized that there are two kinds of stellar populations
in galaxies, each with its own distance indicator's.
"We know now." he said, "that Cepheids of one type

Cepheid variables -pulsating star5 which periodically
brighten and d i m -are the beacons astronomers use to
find the distances of far-off stellar system's. 4 check o f
the luminosities of T y p e I I Cepheids i n the globular
cluster Messier 3, shown at left, played a n important
role i n Baade's revision of the astronomical distance scale.

100-inch telescope photogaph of the lower area of the
4ndromeda nebula. Baade's work with this telescope led
to his discovery that there are two stellar populations.

upper right of picture on p. 10. Work with this tele~cope
proved all previous, extragalactic distances urong.

were used for the distances and dimensions of our own
galaxy. while Cepheids of an entirely different type
were used for distances outside our galaxy.
"The second group of distance indicators had been
wrongly calibrated. Thi5 we learned from observations
of the Andromeda nebula; its satellites. and globular
clusters in the Milk) Way. Vt e found all extragalactic
distances were in error."
Dr. Baade has been assisted in his research by Allan
R. Sandage. staff nieniber of the Mount Wilson and
Palomar Observatories, who ir to receile the Ph.D.
degree from Caltech this June.
Their present work grew out of Dr. Baade's discovery
of the two stellar populations during the second world
war. Astronomers have hailed that discovery a3 one of
the greatest contributions to our understanding of the
univerbe in recent \ears.
Using red-sensitive plates. Dr. Baade was able to
resolve the central portion of the great Andron~eda
nebula into stars with the 100-inch telescope on Mount
Wilson. This feat had never before been acconiplished.
This and associated work pursued in great detail by Dr.
ljaade led him to the discovery of two stellar populations, which he dubbed Populations I dud 11.
The brightp?t member? of Population I are very hot
blue stars, more than 100.000 times brighter than our
sun. In contrast. the brightest members of Population
I1 are red stars. on11 1,000 times brighter than our sun.
If they were side by ?ide. at the same distance from us.
the hrightefrt Population I stars would be 100 times more
luminous t h a i ~the brightest of Population 11.
Ever rime the two stdlai populations were recognised,
there h a l e been strong reasons to suspect hat the pulsat-

ing Cepheid variables, although present in both populations. really represented two different species- and
hence each group of Cepheids had to he calibrated
independently.
Dr. Baade has found that the two types do indeed
differ. Type I Cepheids ( o f Population I ) steadily
brighten and dim. Type I1 Cepheids (of Population 11)
brighten. dim a bit. level off and then dim a great deal
more before they repeat the process. Although both
types include stars whose repeated periods of brightening
and dimming range from about two day;-! to fifty. there
is another important difference:
Cepheids with periods shorter than one day exist only
in Population 11, and are exceedingly abundant. These
are the cluster-type variables. named for the globular
star cluster5 of our galaxj in which they were first found
in quantity. They also are found outside our galaxy.
The two stellar population;-! exist side by side in the
great Andromeda nebula. Population 1 stars are in the
spiral arms and Population 11 in the central region and
between the spiral arms.
The first definite experimental indication of error in
the distance indicators came more than two years ago
when Dr. Baade tried to find the short-period. clus-tertype variables of Population 11 in the Andromeda
nebula.
The] should habe been \isible on 200-inch plates Le(wise their median absolute magnitude placed them d\
apparent magnitude 22.4-one-tenth
magnitude brighter
than the faintest object the 200-inrh ran photograph.
They were not visible. however. I n fact. only the
hrightent stars of Population 11-which are 1 1 4 magnitude; ( o r four times) brighter than its cluster-type

Dr. Walter Baade.
staff member of
the h u n t Wilson
and Palomur Ohs ~t-atori~~s
r

variables-were visible. and barely so. Either the clu-;tertype variables were fainter than had hitherto been supposed-or else the Andromeda nebula was farther away
than we thought.
T o settle the question, the 200-inch telescope was
used to check the luminosities of cluster-type variables
in the globular cluster Messier 3 by cornparingthem
directly with stars of solar brightness. This check
showed that the accepted luminosity for these Type
11 variables waq correct within about one-quarter
n~agriitude.
This meant. Dr. Raade '-aid. that the calibration of
Cep11eid'- of Population 11 wa-; e-~entiall y rorrecl arid
that the ll/> magnitude o r o r which appeared in ihc
Andromeda work had to be attributed pssentially to
Type I Cepheids.
These latter had formed the basi- for distance deterinitiations on the Andromeda nebula and other extragalactic nebulae, so that when their luminosities are increased by 11/; magnitudes, all the distances and dimen-

<ion'- of extragalactic nebulae have to be increased by
a factor of two.
Dr. A. D. Thackeray at the Radcliffe Observatory in
Pretoria. South Africa. has found the same discrepancy
in the calibration of cluster-type variables in the Small
Magellanir Cloud. an extragalactic nebula visible only
in the southern hemisphere. The cluster-type variables
were expected at apparent magnitude 17.5. but he actually found them at magnitude 19.0-again a difference of
1 magnitudes. This was the first striking confirmation
of the Palomar findings.
Corroboration a l ~ ocame from Dr. Henri Mirirur,
direct01 of i h p F r ~ n c h institute of Astrophysics in a
recerit n o ~ cl o the Paris Academy. The once-puzzling
calibration which he reported in 1914, he poi~i~ecl
out.
is now understandable i n view of the Palornar Findings.
That calibration agrees with Dr. Baade's. said Mineur,
when he allows for the fact that it involves two different
distance indicators which correspond to the two sorts
of stellar population.
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THE CALTEC
A Portfolio of Student Photographs
by Student Photographers

L

4sr M O M 1 3 E&S ran J I I article by Hunter Mead. C.altec11 Professor
of Philosophj and P ~ y c h o l o g j .on "'The Cal~echStucftar~t-His Apti1ude3 and Limitations.*'
The article \\as an analysis of the technical student in general.
and the Caltech student in particular. Briefly. Dr. Mead allowed that
Techmen were e x ~ e p t i o n a l 1 ~iiiielligeni. worked harder tlian most
ol1ege undergraduates. weie top-heavj in what the 1)sjchologists call
j verbal thinking or linguistic
quantitative thinking-ability. and ~ h in
ability. had a passion for structure and organization. and a tendencj
to t q to handle people ds if they were tools and equipment.
Dr. Meade> analysis. understandably enough. produced some
l,ellov\k of rage. tilong with a considerable amount of agreement.
from the student body. With due legard for aiij posi-ible lack oi
linguistic d b i l i t ~ among the student>. E&"? hat- this month usked the
Caltt~ch undergraduates for their ideas on The Caltech Student-in
pictures. You'll find d sampling of these on the following pages-the
Caltech -tudent as seen hy the Caltech student. The pictures speak
for iliemi'elve~.

THE CALTECH STUDENT

It takes

all kinds

THE

CALTECH

STUDENT

. . . continued

Dick Lawrence

HOARDING
Hamsters do it, rats do it, and human beings do it. But why? Recent studies
a t Caltech suggest that physiological and genetic factors may be involved.

By JOHN

HOARDING,

OR T H L collection of more materials than
can be anticipated to be needed, can be easily observed
with man) animals and with men in most cultures. We
have all seen the squirrel burily engaged in collecting
and burying food; the pack rat is famous for carrying
and hoarding main objects; and the hamster ir. of
course, the prime example of a hoarder. As a matter of
fact, in the German language the words for hamrter
and hoarding are synonymoufr. and this animal has been
known to accumulate such vast amounts of grain that
during times of famine in Europe his- hoards have been
raided to supply human food.
In our society; all of us are acquainted with hoarders
--people who collect food. fuel, valuable objects, or
often ridiculous onei-. to a far greater degree than they
ran be expected to be used in the reasonable future. In
many, but not all. primitive societies this "irrational'
activity has also been observed.
Lnfortunatelj. we do not know much about the conjitior~swhich bring about this activity, either in animals
or human;;. Naturalists and zoologists h a l e little to s a j
about hoarding activity. other than to mention it when
it occurs. Similarly. psychologistr and anthropologists
know little about human hoarding-although
the) do
have a ~ i u m b e rof theories about it.
Recent imertigations at Caltech h a \ e been concerned
with the biological basis of boarding. In order to clarify
some of the innate mechanisnls which underlie hoarding
Leha\ior in rat;-- the physiological and genetic bases of
hoarding were in\ estigated. These studies yielded some
intere^ting result? about the control of hoarding acthit)
b) a specific area of tlie brain. and about genetic differhoarding. Before discussing these finding?.
ence? ~II
however. it ma) be of interest to describe some of the
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experimental condition;; which have been found lo influence the hoarding performance.

I. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
1. Apparatus. The hoarding apparatus has been pieit)
well standardized. The common one ir a "closed" alley
-a runway 4 inches wide and about J feet long. enclosed by about %inch high boards. This connects, at
one end to the cage. which has a door that can give the
rat access to the alley. At the far end is a bin in which
the material to be hoarded (usually food pellets) is
stored.
2. Oi~iit'tof H o m d i n g . F h e n a rat ir allowed access
to this apparatus. it will ui-ually not begin hoarding
right away. Even under the most favorable hoarding
conditions- several days will elapse before the rat will
leave the cage and commence to hoard.
There is alv\aj? a hoarding schedule which permits
the rat a certain period of time daily in the apparatus'.
This ma\ be one-half hour daily, twice a day, 12 hours
(jail). or continuously. In all cases pellets are counted
at regular intervals and then returned to the bin.
Even though animals ma) not exhibit hoarding behavior for many d a j s after the experiment has begun.
the amazing thin"?
that once a rat begins to hoard, it
does so \car) abruptly. O n the first day of hoarding, it
collects manj pellets--the number usually depending on
how late in the trial it commenced to hoard. On the
following few daji- the hoarding score? reach a peak.
and as man) as 120 pellets ma) be returned in a onehalf hour period. After thi? peak has been reached. the
(3aiI) hoarding scores ma) decline J o w l j and then reach
an average s h i r h will be niaintained for a long time.

During this period of hoarding there a r e often marked
day-to-day variations in hoarding scores. hut very rarely
does a rat stop hoarding altogether.
3. Deprivation. One of the moat important factors
affecting hoarding ic deprivation of the material to be
hoarded. Although it has been shown that deprivation
is not nece-ar! in order to elicit this behavior. it always
both facilitates the onset of hoarding and increases the
amount of material collected.
Deprivation consi'-ts in putting rats on limited feeding
schedules. Usually about 15 grams of pellets a r e given
the rat before each hoarding trial. If half an hour is
allowed for this feeding period. the rat soon learns to
finish eating before the hoarding trial begins. If the
rats are not fed immediately before the trial. they will
take time to eat the first pellets they return to the cage.
in order to satisfy their hunger. Under these conditions.
of course. hoarding does not proceed a s well as when
feeding precedes the trials.
4. Extinction. Hoarding may he extinguished o r
sharply reduced by placing the rats o n continuous food
supply. The high level of hoarding may persist f o r several days after the satiation period has been started, but
then it will drop off sharply. usually to a lower value.
5. Recovery. If. after hoarding experiments have been
discontinued for some time, o r rats have been under
satiation conditions, deprivation conditions a r e re-eqtahlished. rats will immediately resume their high hoarding
activities. In general, d u r i n g t h i s recovery period. each
rat will duplicate its original hoarding curve. Rats
which had high hoarding scores will again have high
scores and rats which hoarded less previously will again
do the same.
6. Pre-hoarding activity. Very few rats will begin
their hoarding activity by running to the bin and returnin";
pellet. In general, rats will at first very slowly
qtretch out of the cage, then enter the alley and thoroughIv explore it near the cage, during which time they may
make many escape trials. Some rats may spend days. o r
weeks. on this exploratory o r on escape behavior. before
they actuallv begin to hoard.

No place like home
7. Familiarity with t h e hoarding apparatus. A rat
feels most comfortable, of course. in its home cage, and
therefore deposits the hoarded pellet" in it. When rats
i h i c h have hoarded for a number of days a r e then put
into different cages, their hoarding activity is markedly
changed. The number of hoarded pellets is greatly reduced; rats were found to hoard o n l j about one tenth
as many in a new. strange cage. It via" found, however.
that they dropped a good many pellets into the alley in
front of the cage. Though there was never any alley
hoarding when the home cage was available. this was
found to be the case in about 58 percent of the trials
when the strange cage was substituted.
During the first days after the substitution of a strange
allpy. rats again spent considerable time in exploring the

v
much lew. After
new allpy and c o n s e q ~ ~ e n t l hoarded
wveral days. however. the daily h o a r d i n g s c o r e * again
reached the same magnitude as they had before the
substitution.
Even when the pellets in the food bin are changed
to new ones. rats will hoard less for one o r two (lays,
until they become familiar with the smell of the new
pellets. It was found that on the first day after the introduction of new pellets. average hoarding seore* dropped
to one third-after which they rose again.
These experiments point to the importance of "famili a r i t y as a factor in hoarding. Although a hoarding
drive always exists. the hoarding activity cannot be dern(Instrated until the animal has become familiar with
all elements in the situation. Any change of the rat's
environment will therefore temporarily reduce o r abolish
the hoarding activity.

Behavior patterns
8. Stereotypes. An interesting observation is that there
is a good deal of difference in the patterns of behavior
of individual rats during hoarding experiments and that
individual rats maintain their stereotyped behavior
throughout the experimental period. Some rats, for
example, always make a dry run before they begin
hoarding during each trial. Another rat may circle the
food bin, o r qit on the pellets in the bin for a while
before hoarding.
The persistence of this stereotyped hoarding behavior
is a marked phenomenon, although the amount o f hoardi n p i l l vary greatly in successive trials.
9. Preference of hoarding material. In one interesting
experiment rats were deprived of water. hut not food,
and then were allowed to hoard water-soaked cotton
pellets. It was found that water hoardinp proceeded in
the same manner as pellet hoarding usually does-a
maximum number of pellets being hoarded during the
first few days of hoarding, a n d then fewer pellets in
every trial.
When comparative groups of rats showed the same
hoarding behavior f o r water and f o r food pellets. the
two groups were alternated for food and water hoarding.
411 the rats then hoarded more of the material of which
they were deprived. However. both groups hoarded
about two and one-half times more food pellets than they
hoarded water pellets.
When rats were given the choice of hoarding food
pellets o r "accharine-sweetened mash. which was placecl
in bottle caps. they all hoarded the sweet mash to the
exclusion of the food pellet".
When, however. wooden blocks. t t h i ~ h looked arid
Â¥-nielle like the pellets. werp mixed with pellets. the
rats refused to hoard the wooden blocks. And when only
blocks were put into the bin, there was no hoarding
at all.
10. Hoarding, of the hamster. T h e hamster i ~of.
course, a much better known hoarder than the rat. and
one may question whether the conditions for hoarding

Dr. John S. Stanini,
Research Fellow
l i t Biology

in rats also apply to the hamster. In a number of experiments with hamsters it was found that all the conditions and influences which affect h o a r d i n g i n rat's are
equally applicable to the hamster --the only difference
being that hamsters hoard more. This fact offers as'surance to the experimenter that the findings of experimerits with rats-which
are experimentally much more
flexible-are also valid for other animals.
The experiments' which have been reviewed here
alearb establish hoarding as an experimental behavior
which can be regularly studied. It is> a motivated. unlearned. and complex behavior that must compete with
other activities which the rat will "instiiictivdy" praclice. such as avoiding strange situations (i.e.. leabing
the alley, exploration. aiid escape).

I . GENETIC FACTORS
Several investigators. working with different strains
rats. have noted difierences in the amount of hoarding
done 1)) the rats. At Caltech an in\estigdtion ha's been
conducted to determine some of the genetic factor's underIjing the hoarding actitity of rat?. Simultaneous hoarding teds were given to three homozygou~strains of rats
(i.e.. each strain ha? been highly inbred and is known
to he different from the other 'trains). Two of these

strains showed marked differences in their hoarding per forinance: a black hooded strain gave a median score
of 47 pellets per rat for each trial. whereas an Irish
strain had a median of only 7 pellets (see chart. 1). 2 2 ) .
The hooded rat's also started to hoard earlier than
did the Irish; the median trial for the beginning of
hoarding was the fourth day for the hooded and the
twelfth day for the Irish rats.
When the hoarding activity was reduced 1)) placing
a pile of pellets in the r a t s cages at all times. the hooded
rats !-.till hoarded some pellets after 16 da)s. whereas
the Irish rats had virtually stopped hoarding on the
fifth ($a\.
These results lead to the conclusion that there are
indeed genetic factors underlying the hoarding activit~.
These two $trains are now being crossbred. and determiliations of hoarding of s u c c e ~ s h e gmierations will
throw more light oil the genetic fdctora underlyiiig
hoarding activity.

i f

111. PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
I . 'the cerebral cortex and hourdllig. Recent imestigatiuii= at Caltech on the neural hdsis for hoarding have
yielded some intere.-ting results. li) rerriuMng small
pieces of tis2ue fiom different part!-. of the brain's cortical

Hoarding Scores for Three
Pure Strains of Rats
Caltrch ifircstigations indicate that genetic, factors
underlv hoarding activity. This chart shows the results
I / simultaneous hoarding tests given to three homozygozis strains o f rats. The h i a d hooded strain has
a median score of 47 pellets per rat i n each test; the
Irish strain has a median of only 7 pellets. The hooded
rats alw started hoarding earlif,r than the Irish.
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AFTER O N S E T O F H O A R D I N G

surface, the investigator found hoarding activity was
greatly reduced when the lesions had been applied to
a strip of cortex along the median line of the brain. I n
one experiment small lesions (averaging about 13 percent of the cortical surface) were applied to a group of
15 rats whose hoarding activity had been determined before and after the operation. As a result of these lesions
the hoarding scores (the number of food pellets collected
during a series of 20-minute trial periods) of the rats
were reduced by an average of 73 percent of the preoperative scores.
As a control experiment, lesions of the same size
(13 percent of the cortical surface) were applied to the
lateral cortices of 8 rats. There was no appreciable
change in the hoarding scores of this group as a result of
the operation. When the two groups of rats were compared for other measures, it was found that there were
no differences between them. The weight's of the rats
remained the same. The speed with which they hoarded
was the same; it took an average of about 7 seconds for
rats in both groups to go to the bin and retrieve a pellet.
The latency ( i . e., the pre-hoarding period) was also
identical for both groups; it took rats in both groups
an average of 4.5 days until they began to hoard.
These investigations point to the importance of a restricted cortical area for the control of hoarding activity.
The cortical lesions were shown not to interfere with
the rats' ability to retrieve pellets. 4 s a matter of fact,
since rats were on deprivation feeding', they all had to
retrieve a few pellets to their home cages. where they
ate them. The chief characteristic of the rats with median
lesions were that they would take a few pellets to their
cages and eat them there: whereas the control rats, like
normal animals, collected a large pile of hoarded pellets
in their rages and ate only a few of them.
On the hasis of these investigations it can therefore
be concluded that hoarding-the
accumulation of useful material, such as food-is
indeed regulated by a

specific area in the brain. Removal of this area does not
interfere with other observable activities of the animals.
The seemingly irrational behavior of hoarding therefore
seems to be based on the orderly functioning of the
nervous system-at least in rat?.
2. Metabolic factors i n hoarding. I t has been observed
by other investigators that changes in environmental
temperature have marked effects on the amount of pellets collected hy rats. Hoarding scores have been found
to increase with lowered temperatures and to decrease
when it gets warmer. These investigators then altered
the metabolic functioriing of the animals by injections
of epinepherine, insulin, and glucose--none of which
altered the hoarding behavior. When the thyroid metaholism was altered by feeding rats thiouracil, injecting
thyroxine. or by total remove1 of the thyroid glands.
it was again not possible to show any changes in hoardr i g activity of rats.

Hoarding-learned

and unlearned

We can say. then. that at the present time hoarding:
can be demonstrated under the proper experimental conditions. It is a relatively complex type of behavior. involving both unlearned responses and learned activity,
because the rat has to perform an act which conflicts
with other drives. such as avoidance of strange situations
and attempting to escape from a restrictive environment.
Hoarding seems to be motivated by some unlearned
drive which will persist for a long time and under adverse conditions after it has once been reinforced. This
drive is. moreover. related to certain biological factors.
The genetic basis of hoarding has been demonstrated by
marked and consistent differences between hoarding
scores of different strains of rats. Finally, the hoarding
drive seems to be controlled by a specific area in the
cerebral cortex, removal of which will greatly reduce.
or eliminate hoarding altogether.

A N E W RELAY R E C O R D
RELAYS
- which are high-speed switches -are the
nerve centers of the dial telephone system. In a split
second, they set up a connection and then are off
to direct the next call. In a large city, more than
1000 relays arc used every time a number is dialed.
Now a new wire spring relay-devised by the
Bell Laboratories- is at work. With only 11 instead
of 70 parts, it is twice as fast, uses less power, and
costs less to make and maintain than its predecessor.

Result: calls go through faster and switching is done
with less equipment.
Men and women of the Bell System-in operating, manufacturing and laboratory work -continually seek new ways to improve telephone service.
Qualified engineering graduates can find well-paid
and interebting careers in the telephone business.
Your placement officer can give jou details about
opportunities for employment in the Bell System.

BELL TELEPHONE S Y S T E M

MONTH AT CALTECH

National Academy Elections

New Registrar

H[LO
I~ENIOFF,
Professor of Seismology. and Jesse
W. M. DuMond. Professor of Physics at the Institute.

DR.
FRANCISW. ' V t v ~ s ~ mAssociate
.

have been elected to membership in the National \caderny of Sciences. Their election brings Caltech representation in the Academy to twenty-five.
The Academy was created in 1863 by art of Congre~s
to give scientific advice to governmental department?
on request. Membership is by election and in recognition of outstanding achievements in scientific research.
[t is limited to 350 active members who are American
citizens and 50 foreign associates.
Dr. Benioff has been a member of the Caltech staff
since 1937, when direction of the Pasadena Seismological Laboratory, with which he had been associated since
1921. was turned over to the Institute by the Carnegie
Institution of Washington.
He is recognized as an authority on the design
of earthquake-recording instruments and most recent
advances in seismology have been based on records made
with his seismographs. He has also made many contributions to a better understanding of the processes leadi n ?r to earthcriiakes in a series of uaoers which correlate
the pattern of energy release in quake sequences with
the known properties of elastic deformation, plastic
creep and recovery.
Professor DuMond has been associated with Caltech
since he became a teaching fellow at the Institute in
1921. He is considered a leading authority on the
precise values of the physical constants and in the
field of X-ray and gamma-ray spectra.
He began his career as an electrical engineer in
industry and at the National Bureau of Standards, and
soon became interested in fundamental physics. In an
early contribution he analyzed and published the theory
of powerful X-ray spectrometers. He has built several
such instruments and used them to make accurate
measurements as well as precision studies of X-rays.
More recently he has made precision measurements of
high energy radiation with X-ray and beta-ray instruments of his own design and construction. Techniques
developed by himself and his colleagues are important
tools in the Caltech program of precision nuclear spectroscopy, which is providing data required for a better
understanding of the atomic nucleus.

Professor of
Electrical Engineering. has been appointed Registrar of
the Institute. He will take over the duties previously
handled by 1,. Winchester Jones. Associate Professor of
English. who ha" been s e r v i n g a s both Registrar and
Dean of Admissions since 191-7.
The work of the admissions office has been steadily
increasing in recent years. because of the establishment
of a number of new undergraduate scholarships, and
the increasing attention devoted to improved selection
of freshmen students. Professor Jones will continue to
serve as Dean of Admissions. Professor Maxstadt's
appointment is effective July 1.
Professor Maxstadt has been a member of the Institute
staff since 1919. He was graduated from Cornell University in 1916. received the M.S. degree from Caltech
in 1925 and his Ph.D. in 1931. He has been active
in consulting and testing work on illumination. motor
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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Developed by RCA Victor, the new "45 Extended Play" record gives music lovers more music for less
money plus a perfect medium for playing shorter classical work and multiple popular selections.

twice as much music
on the same size record
Another RCA achievement in electronics:

A. challenging question was asked RCA engineers and scientists in 1951. How can we increase the playing time of a 7-inch "45" record,

without using a larger disc?
Sixteen months of research gave the answer,

"45 EP"-Extended Play. Public response confirmed this as the most important achievement
in the new recording speeds. More than 2 million
RCA Victor "45 EP" records were bought in the
first four months of their existence!
Research leadership-your guide to better
value: the ability of RCA Victor to solve the
problem of more music on a "45 Extended Play"
record accents the importance of research to you.
Whether you plan to buy television, radio or any
other electronic instrument, research leadership
adds more value to all products and services
trademarked RCA or RCA Victor.

CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION
WITH PAY-AT RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA

Victor-one of the world's foremost manufacturers of radio and electronic products
-offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good s'ilary with opportunities for advancement. Here are only five ot the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
* Development and design of radio receivers (mcluding broadcast, short-wave
and EM circuits, television, and phonograph combinationi)
Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay 5ystems.
Design of component parts such as
coils, loud'ipeakers, capacitors.
Development and design of new recording and producing methods.
* Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to College Relations Diuidon, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineer5 and Physicists.

.
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design and mechanical problems. and has acted as an
expert witness in patent suits. He has also made contrihutions to the technique of electric welding. He is a
member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and Sigma Xi.

Professor of Biology. received $1500 for studies in the
chemistry of plant cell aging.
Dr. Galston has also been awarded a two-year grant
of $1 1.000 by the National Science Foundation in
Washington. I). C.. for research on the effect of light
on the growth ~f plants. K i t h Glenn Todd. a postdoctoral fellow at Caltech. Dr. Galston will study the
chemical reactions produced by light which lead to
changes in the rate and nature of plant growth.

Ford Foundation Grant

N.S.F. Fellowships

THE
FORDFOLNDATION
has awarded

a one-year grant
of $10.000 to the California Institute of Technology to
support the work of the Committee for Aid to WarStricken Libraries.
The committee is headed by Dr. Fritz Zwicky. Profe-i~orof Astrophysics. who started the project more
than 12 years ago. Aided by his friends and colleagues.
he has collected and shipped to various foreign countries
thousands of scientific journals and books. Through the
years approximately 100 persons have helped with the
collection. storage. packing and shipping involved in the
operation.
With the help of the I .S. Navy, they sent 22.000
pounds of scientific literature to Chiang Kai-sheks
headquarters in Formosa and another large shipment
to the South Korean Naval Academy. Other recipients
have included the Scientific Allocation Committee of the
Philippine government and various scientific and educational institutions in France and western Germany.
The Foundation grant will be used primarily for
ship1iing costs, since the literature is all (loriated.

Cancer Grants
THE
INSTITUTE
last month received $12.000 from the
American Cancer Society for research studies in the
Caltech Biology Division. Dr. Henry Bor~ook.Professor
of Biochemistr!. was awarded $7500 for work on the
1 1 o~ f i-otopes. and Dr. Arthur W . Galston. Associate

SIXTEEN

CALTECH students have been awarded predoctoral fellowships for the 1953-54 academic year by
the National Science Foundation.
They are among the 556 students throughout the
nation who have received N.S.F. predoctoral and postdoctoral fellowships in science and engineering for the
coming academic year. First year graduate students
receive $1400. students in intermediate graduate study
$1600. terminal-year graduate students $1800. and postdoctoral fellows $3400. Additional allowances are provided for dependents. tuition and other normal expenses.
Caltech Fellows are: Leonard A. Herzenberg, Lionel
F. Jaffe and Robert L. Metzenberg. Jr. (biology and
biochemistry) ; Gary Felsenfeld, Martin Karplus, Arthur
Miller and William G. Sly (chemistry) ; George W.
Sutton (engineering) ; Robert J. Stanton. Jr. (geological
sciences) ; and Paul L. Donoho, Marshall P. Ernstene,
Roy W.Gould. John D. Sorrels. Edward A. Stern. George
11. Trilling and Victor 4. Van Lint. Jr. (physics).

Lockheed Scholarship

A

MEMBER O F CAI~TECH'S
next freshman class will he
awarded a four-year scholarship by the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation under a program announced last
month which provides for 20 new scholarships annually
at various institutions.
This scholarship and 14 more for other participating
colleges and universities are provided by a newly-established Lockheed Leadership Fund. Five additional
scholarships will be given annually to sons and daughters
of Lockheed employees for any accredited schools.
The fund was established to help expand America's
industrial horizons. according to Cyril Chappellet. vicepresident of Lockheed. "If we are to remain competitive in the air with the rest of the world." he said. "'we
must attract more college graduates to careers in aviation
particularly those who have qualities of leadership as well as scholastic talent.' He added that
Lockeed officials hope award winners will seek positions
with the company after graduation, but emphasized that
they w i l l he under n o obligation to do so.
Each scholarship will provide Full tuition plus $500
annually for school expenses and an additional $500
for the college or university. The scholarships will he
renewed each year if winners meet leadership, character,
and academic standards.
-

grants for cancer study from Mrs. Douglas Donath,
local chairman of the American Cancer Society. Presidcnt DuBridge looks on.

Another page for
How to give an 8-speed miller
greater spindle accuracy
This milling machine has 8 speeds, from 62 to 2870
RPM. To hold the spindle i n accurate alignment at these
various speeds, design engineers mount it on TirnkenB
precision bearings. Long-lasting milling precision is
assured. Spindle accuracy can be controlled because
Timken bearings are adjustable. And they provide more
than enough capacity for any tool load.

Line contact of TIMKEN*
bearings keeps spindles rigid
Because Timken bearings carry the load along the
line of contact between rollers and races, they give
a wider, more rigid support to the shaft. And the
tapered construction of Timken bearings enables
them to take radial and thrust loads in any combination. End-play and deflection in the shaft are
practically eliminated.

Want to learn more about
bearings or job opportunities?
Some of the engineering problems you'll face after
graduation will involve bearing applications. For help
in learning more about bearings,
write f o r the 270-page General
Information Manual o n Timken
Bearings. And for information about
the excellent job opportunities at the
Timken Company,write for a copy of
"This IsTimkenl:TheTimken Roller
Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio.

NOT JUST A BALL 0 NOT JUST A ROLLER o=) THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER 0
BEARING TAKES RADIAL AND THRUST -C- MADS OR ANY COMBINATION
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Full d q . 5 program kept Gitors on the n u n r

SEMINAR D A Y
f ^ s o v ~ 600 u I ' M M , wives and guests visited the
campus f o r the 16th Annual Alumni Seminar 0 7 1 Saturday, April 11.
T h e daytime program featured a series of eight levtures. and lunch in the Student Houses, and concluded
with groundbreaking ceremonies f o r the $150.000
Alumni Swimming Pool in Tournament Park. made
possible by contributions to the Alumni Fund.

Tnking time out to s n a p vital statistics

The successful day ended with a dinner at the
Pasadena Elks Club, where President D u R r i d p spoke
on current developments at the Tnqtitute, and Robert
R. Dockson, economist of the Rank of America. delivered
an address on "Economic C h a n p and the New Admir~istralion...

Prof. Richard P . Fcynrr~anand f f n r r y H . Carrick '37

Rreaking ground for the Alumni Swimming Pool
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Hughes Research and Development
Laboratories, one of the nation's
leading electronics organizations,are
now creating a number of new
openings in an important phase of
their operation.
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Here is what one of these positions offers you:
T H E COMPANY

THE TRAINING

Hughes Research and Development
Laboratories, located in Southern California, are presently engaged in the
development a n d production of advanced r a d a r systems, electronic
computers and guided missiles.

On joining our organization, you will
work in the Laboratories for several
months to become thoroughly familiar
with the equipment which you will later
help users to understand and properly
employ. If you have already had radar
or electronics experience, you will find
this knowledge helpful in your new
work with us.

THE NEW OPENINGS

T h e positions a r e f o r men who will
serve as technical advisors to government agencies and companies
purchasing Hughes equipment-also as
technical consultants with engineers of
other companies working on associated
equipment. Your specific job would be
essentially to help insure successful operationof Hughesequipment inthe field.

rnent is being installed, or ( 3 ) be the
Hughes representative at a military base
in this country-or overseas (single men
only). Compensation is made f o r
traveling and moving household effects,
and married men keep their families
with them at all times.
YOUR F U T U R E

In one of these positions you will gain
all-around experience that will increase
your value to our organization as it
further expands in the field of electronics. The next few years are certain to
see large-scale commercial employment
of electronic systems. Your training in
and familiarity with the most advanced
electronic techniques now will qualify
you for even more important future
positions.

WHERE YOU WORK

After your period of training-at full
pay-you may (1) remain with the
Laboratories in Southern California in
an instructive or administrative capacity, (2) become the Hughes representative at a company where our equip-

How to apply:

RESEARCH

AND

DEVELOPMENT

LABORATORIES

Scientific a n d Engineering Staff
C U ~ ~ WCitg,
T
LOS ~ n g e ~ e
~ so u n t gCalifiwfiia
,

1
1

:
I

See your Piac-citii2i~f
Office for
appointment with members of our
Engineering Staff who will v i ~ i t
your campus. Or address your
Lubo'atorie'*
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f
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Hitch your wagon.
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ALUMNI N E W S
Coming Events

THE

ALCMVI F ~ V T I LPicvir
Y
will be held thi-! year on
Saturday. June 27 a t the San Diego mo. Re-ervations
~ h o u l dbe made in the Alumni Office before J u n e 21.

THE
US
Build your future by helping to build the future

aircraft powerplants of the world with Marquardt
Aircraft Company, the organization that is first and
foremost in ramjet research, development, testing
and production. Morquardt also designs and manufacturet
afterburners, pulse jet engines, auxiliary power units and automatic engine controls.

v
marquardt

Write today for full informatic

Amendment to the By-Laws

I\ ORDER TO PROVIDE greater consideration

by the Board
Directors of nominalions to the Board, Section 3.04
of Article 111 of the Bv-Laws of the Alumni Association
has been amended. T h e only change is to provide f o r
the appointment of a committee to propose the nameci of
members to the Board of Directors f o r nomination. The
Board continues to a r t as a norninatir~gcommitteeand
the privilege of other nominations by petition of rnembers is retained.
Heretofore. the method of election of officers by the
Board of Directors has been inconvenient. The Roarri
was required to hold a meeting on the day of the Annual
Meeting of the Association f o r the purpose of electing
officers. T o provide a more businesslike approach and
to require greater consideration and planning, Section
'3.08 of Article 111 of the Bv-Laws of the Association
has been amended.
These amendment-! were passed at the meeting of the
Board of Directors on April 21. 1953, in accordance
with Article X of the By-Laws. These amendments a r e
published here f o r the information of the member".

~~~~~~~~~,~of

Company, Van Nuys, Californi.

Do you know any of these Cal. Tech.

Alumni now a t Marquardt?

NAME
CARL W. AHLROTH
JOHN W. BJERKLIE
EDWARD I. BROWN
ROBERT DE VAULT
JAMES F. DRAKE
JOHN A. DRAKE
LORNE C. DUNSWORTt-I
ROBERT E. FISHER
MALCOLM S. HARNED
WILLIAM H. HENLY
THOMAS E. HUDSON
HENRY A. LONG
ROY E. MARQUARDT
GEORGE MORGAN
RICHARD K. N U N 0
MERLE SMALLBERG
NORMAN SVENDSEN
DON 1. WALTER
EUGENE ZWICK
JAMES BRAITHWAITE
MARVIN RUDIN
WILLIAM WOODSON

OF '43 holds it-! 10th reunion this }far.
and intends to mark thi- event with a mammoth celebration. S o far. the schedule for the "'Frolics of .IS'.
lines u p something like this:
Wednesday. June 10-4rinual Alumni Dinner. 6:00.
a t the Elks Club in Pasadena
Friday, June 12-Stag Party. following Comrriericement exercises. 8:30. a t the Biltmore Hotel.
Saturday, June IS-Cocktails.
buffet supper and
dancing, 5:30. at the Lawson Jones home in
San Marino.

DEGREE
YEAR
BS CE
1938
BS
1951
BS ME & AE 1943
MS AE
1952
MS AE
1948
1 943
MS
MSAE
1948
MS AE
1942
1948
MS AE
BS ME
1951
1946
MS ME
MS ME
1950
1942
MS AE
1949
BS ME
1951
BS
1942
BS ME
1942
MS AE
1941
MS
BS
1948
1940
MS AE
1949
BS ME
1949
MS EE

S E C T I O N S 3.04 Nominations
Not later than December f~fteen'h the President shall
appoint a committee consistmg of three members of the
/'ssociaiion who n a y b e Directors the President shall be ex
officio member of +his committee It shall b e the duty of this
commjtee to propose the names of members for nomination
fcr each Director to b e elected with alternates This proposal
shall b e presented to the Board of Directors in Jonuary for
discussion Mot late* l h a n March h-r^ the Board shcsll %eel
a n d make one noninatlon for each Director to b e elected
Such nommatjions shall b e published in a uublication of thePssociation or in a special notice sent to each member not
later than April first Additional nominations may b e made
by petitions sigqed b v at least ten (10) ~ e g u l a vmembers in
ood standing provided that the petitions a r e received b y the
gecretary not later than J p r 1 fifteenth
SECTION

3.08

Election of Officers

Not later than May iwenhe-h the President shall call n
mceting of the ~ e t m n gDirectors a n d the Directors-elect for
the purpose of "n-aking nominations for officers of the Board
to be elected a s specified in article IV of these By-Laws
Not late- thaq June first the nominations shall b e placed
before u nieetmg of the hold-over Directors a n d Directors-elect
107 election of oaf cers a s specified in Article IV of these By
Laws The retiring President shall preside at this n e e t l n g
for which di.e notice will b e sent to each member of tho
newly formed Board

-Donald S. d a r k . Secretary

Is part of your future being built here?
Here you see the beginning of another addition
to Alcoa's expanding facilities. This plant, at
Rockdale, Texas, will be the first in the world
to use power generated from lignite fuel and
will produce 170 million pounds of aluminum a
year. This and other new plants bring Alcoa's

production capacity to a billion pounds of
aluminum a year, four times as much as we
produced in 1939. And still the demand for
aluminum products continues to grow. Consider the opportunities for you if you choose
to grow with us.

What can this mean as a career for you?
This is a production chart-shows the millions
of pounds of aluminum produced by Alcoa

did good work to create this record.
You can work with these same men,
learn from them and qualify yourself
for continually developing opportunities. And that production curve
is still rising, we're still expanding,
and opportunities for young men
joining us now are almost limitless.
Ever-expanding Alcoa needs engineers, metallurgists, and technically

minded "laymen" for production,
research and sales positions. If you
graduate soon, if you want t o be
with a dynamic company that's
"going places," get in touch with us.
Benefits are many; stability is a
matter of proud record; opportunities are unlimited.
F o r more f a c t s , consult your
Placement Director.

ALUMINUM COMPANY

O F AMERICA

STUDENT LIFE'

NOMY RUN
THIS
YEIK.

Calterh students were again given the
opportunitv
to
act as official observers on what is now
*.
generally termed the second greatest annual automobile
classic. The 1953 Mobilgas Economy Run was a contest
sponsored by the General Petroleum Corporation and
supervised bv the 4mericari Automobile Association. in
which arbitrarily selected stock models of 1953 cars
were driven under nearly identical conditions for a distance of 1206 miles. Winners of the contest were judged
on the basis of greatest ton-miles per gallon on the trip.
The 26 cars in eight competitive classes also had to
maintain an average speed of 44.7 mph for the entire
run. This average is ten percent higher than in previous
years. Since 126.5 miles of the trip was through cities
and towns where there were posted speed limits of 20
to 2 5 mph. the cars had to be driven at maximum
speed limits between towns.
Sun Valley. Idaho. was again chosen as the destination of the run. The route this year. however. was the
toughest yet. Competing cars drove through Fresno'
Merced. Stockton, Siitter Creek. Placerville. Carson City.
Reno, W innernucca. Jordan Valley. Oregon. Boise. and
Twin Falls. Altitudes ranged from 19 feet to 7,383 feet
above sea level.
Dr. Peter Kyropoulos. again designated as Chief Observer by the AAA. started selecting student observers
five weeks before the actual run. A number of students
were deputized to act as observers during the break-in
runs. The cars were allowed a maximum of 2,000 miles
for break-in before a deadline date. Final selection of
the observers was determined by participation in the
break-in runs. and correct interpretation of the required
duties as evidenced by a true-false test and a short essay.
I n order to provide more efficient and reliable observing, two student^ were assigned to each car this year.
411 classes and options. including graduate students.
were represented among the observers. In addition to the
52 riding observers, there were two others who assisted
Dr. KyroponloÂ¥in providing very efficient handling of
observers luggage. transportation, hotel rooms and
meals. The qtndents assigned to a particular car had to
get weighed in at the official impound area and completelv familiarize themselves with their car.
The cars were driven in a convoy with Caltech otts e n ers arid a motorrvcle e-w~rtto the G. P. garage in
Los Angeles for final impound and fueling the day
iefore the run. On Sunday. April 19, at 9 3 0 p.m. the
54 observers. dressed in bright yellow windbreakers and
red visor caps. boarded t u o special b i ~ ' - e sbound for
L.A. in a light rain. The observers obtained the key,
obsening kits. and box lunches for their cars: and then

remained with the assigned car as it was manually
pushed into starting position. The first car was starter!
at midnight: others followed at two-minute internals.
The first scheduled stop was at a refueling station in
Merced. The observers had to record how long. and at
what time and mileage the car stopped. the even number
of gallons of fuel taken. and the fuel price and temperature-while
simultaneously taking on doughnuts and
coffee. watching the local high school talent displayed.
and trying to heed certain metabolic processes. After
all this. it was a pleasure to get moving again. Between
Â¥-toponly one observer was necessary to see that the
driver obeyed all posted speed limits and traffic laws.
The relief driver helped the driver keep track of the
allowable running time. Whenever possible. the observers were also required to watch other competingcars.
The second stop was for a 30-minute brunch near
Sutter Creek. The cars continued to climb through the
beautiful mountain country along the American River,
and then descended to Lake Tahoe. The second refueling
stop was at Carson City. Arriving at Reno in the middle
of the afternoon. the weary Tech students turned in their
reports, and had a few hours' sleep before dinner.
After a hasty recovery from the previous 15 hours,
the wandering scientists and engineers took full advantage of Reno's noted culture and General Petroleum's
generous hospitality. Following a good night's rest, all
cheerfully awoke at 3:15 the next morning. ate breakfast, and were back at the impound at 5 a.m. The frostcovered cars were started at two:minute intervals.
The observers soon thawed out, riding with all windows closed (to reduce air d r a g ) under a hot desert sun.
The next stop was at Winnemucca. for brunch and
refueling. It was here that one car accidentally got off
the elaborately specified course. and went ten miles before realizing the error. This mischance caused the
drivers to run out of gas a few miles from Boise; and
to be disqualified. Allowable running time for the 131.5
miles from Reno to Boise was 9 hours and 15 minutes.
Assembled school children and state police had waved
at the cars all along the route. but Boise really turned
out for the Economy Run. The cars finished the "-erond
day's run in front of Boise J. C.. and were greeted hy
the mayor. coffee and doughnuts. and a very irnpre'isive
( o r impressed) crowd. Some anorI>rnou~4 A A official.
speaking over a p. a. system. assured the crowd that
'"these boys won't cause much disturbance in Roiqe tonight: they're all too tired." Tired or not. the drivers.
observers. and other officials weren't given much of a
chance to disturb the town--since it is the only place
CONTINUED O N PAGE 3 4

YOUR IDEAS
Will Keep Planes Like This On The American Team
What makes great planes like North American
Aviation's F-86D and sister Sabre jets? The
answer is new ideas . . . young ideas. And just
as the ideas of young engineers of a decade past
helped perfect the plane you see above, so will
the ideas of today's engineering students-your
ideas-perfect tomorrow's F-???. That's why
North American Aviation always has challenging career opportunities for bright, young
graduate engineers.
Today, North American is developing projects of a new era-aircraft, guided missles,

rocket engines, rockets, electronics, atomic
energy. If you'd enjoy the challenge of pioneering in these advanced fields, consider looking
to the future with North American when you
complete your engineering training. In the
meantime, feel free to write for information
concerning a career in the aircraft industry.
Your student placement office will be glad to
supply you with more detailed information. Or
if you prefer, write direct, including your name,
address, placement preference and personal
data. Please address your reply to:

D. R . Zook, Employment Director, 5701 W.Imperial Highway, Los A ngeles

10s Angeles, California

a

Columbus, Ohio

N O R T H A M E R I C A N H A S BUILT M O R E A I R P L A N E S T H A N A N Y OTHER C O M P A N Y IN THE W O R L D
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Build a rewarding career
sales engineer..

.

Here is a n opportunity for qualified
engineering graduates to become associated
with one of the country's leading manufacturers in a sales engineering job that will
bring you in contact with top engineers in all
branches of industry.
W e are looking for graduate engineers who
desire to utilize their engineering training in
the sales and application of mechanical products in industry.
As an S.S.White sales engineer you will start
a t an attractive salary and be trained right on
the job to undertake immediate responsibility.
Your opportunities for a lifetime career with
S.S.White are unlimited. Promotions are made
from within and your accomplishments will
be quickly recognized and rewarded.
We will be glad to arrange an interview
either a t your school or in N e w York a t the
S.S.White Industrial Division offices. Write
to Department C and include a snapshot
of yourself and a brief resume of your
education, background and experience.

DENTAL MFG. CO.

Dept. C.

10 East 40th St.

NEW YORK

16, N. Y.

-

STUDENT LIFE. . .

CONTINUED

north of Pasadena that seems to roll u p its sidewalks
when the sun goes down.
The Techmen were u p at five the next morning. ready
to leave on the last. a n d most important leg of the run.
The last day's route was along; the Snake River past
'rhousand Springs. Twin Falls. and across the Big Wood
River. Slow farm tractors rnoving down the main
thoroughfare of towns along the route made life
interesting f o r the economy-minded and time-conscious
drivers. Three o r four cars encountered one of the
most dreaded of all hazards - a large herd of sheep
crossing the road. Two cars carefully plowed through,
but a third had to come to a stop to avoid running u p
the expense account with mutton. Observers had soon
learned that one of the major factors of gasoline
economy is a steady throttle. Hence. stops and starts
were not at all desirable.
\ large crowd greeted the cars at their sunny destination early Wednesday afternoon. Exclusive of their last
fuel stop. five hours a n d zero minutes was allowed for
the 226.3 mile run from Boi'-e to Sun Valley. I t was
both interesting and dramatic that six cars finished with
less than a minute to spare! One car had vaporlock
a half mile from the finish line --but managed to throw
snow o n the fuel pump, and roar across the finish with
a n uncomfortable 1.6 seconds to spare! 4 few hours
after their arrival the carefully guarded cars were towed
to a special refueling stand, where the fuel tanks were
accurately topped off to determine total gas consumption.
The Ford-Six was awarded the sweepstakes trophy
at the colorful awards presentation on Thursday morning. T h e two observers who, in the opinion of AAA
officials. had done the best job were awarded watches.
During their 32-hour stay at Sun Valley the observers
and hundreds of others enjoyed the gracious hospitality
of General Petroleum and the Union Pacific Railroad.
There was ample time f o r swimming, bike-riding, bowling, billiards. and riding the scenic ski lift - aside from
eating, resting. and attending a big; cocktail party Thursday evening;. The seasoned observers boarded husses at
11 p.m. Thursday f o r the train at Shoshone.
The monotony of the 30-hour train ride back to
southern California. via all possible desolate wastelands,
was lessened by card games in the two special C.I.T.
Pullmans, and by 15-minute stops in Salt Lake City and
Las Vegas. The yellow-jacketed observers, feeling conscious of a l l that they had missed back at Tech. arrived
in east L.A. at 6:30 Saturday morning.
It seemed hard to believe that the observers would
also be paid $50 f o r the five days. Aside from monetary
gain, the Mobilgas Economy R u n offer< the Tech student
an opportunity to learn how to drive economically, and
to live briefly in a manner to which h e may not be
accustomed.
-Jim W m t t i i '53

"We Hit the Jackpots

say N. W. M O R E L L I
Oregon State College, B.S.,M.E.-1950

E. R. P E R R Y
T e r n A. & M., B.S.,E.E.-1950
HILE taking the course, two engiw n e e r s developed a revolutionary new
circuit breaker mechanism.
"Our experience shows what can happen
if you work with people open to suggestion. We found men of this kind at AllisCha1mers7and it has given us a 'pecial
pleasure in our job.
"We started out like most other graduates
with a hazy idea of what we wanted to do.
After working in several departments, we
requested that part of our training be at
the B~~~~~ works of ~ l l i ~ - ~
where circuit breakers are made."

New Design Principle
"Circuit breakers soon became an obseswith , and we got the idea of designing a hydraulic operator and triggering mechanism for these breakers. Most
operators for big breakers are pneumatic.
"Unsuccessful attempts had been made
in the past by all circuit breaker manufacturers to build hydraulic operators.

The important thing is that no one at
Allis-Chalmers said, 'Don't try it-it won't
work.' "

Start New Era
make a long
Our
of
hthe~problem
l ~ ~ led
~ us
~ to, the hydraulic accumulator and high speed valves being used
by the
industry. ~h~~~ had not
been available when earlier attempts were
made to build a hydraulic operator. With
these highly developed devices to work
with, we Were able to build an Operator

that combined the best features of pneumatic and hydraulic operation. We call it
the Pneu-draulic operator. Engineers are
saying it starts a new era in circuit breaker
actuation.
us, but it is
"This fact is
even more important to know that AllisChalmers Graduate Training Course is
. - - and as we
fun
right
the
Out, there's
prim-drczuiic is an AIIIS-chalm~rb
Trademark.

Facts You Should Know About the
Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course
1. It's well established, having been
started in 1904. A large percentage of
the management group are graduates
of the course.
2. The course offers a maximum of 24
months*training.
3. The graduate engineer may choose
the kind of work he wants to do: design,
engineering,research, production, sales,
erection, service, etc.
4. He may choose the kind of power,
processing, or specialized equipment
with which he will work, such as: steam
or hydraulic turbo-generators, circuit
breakers, unit substations,transformers,
motors, control, pumps, kilns, coolers,
rod and ball mills, crushers, vibrating

screens, rectifiers, induction and dieiectric heaters, grain milk, sifters, etc.
5. He will have individual attention
and guidance in working out his training program.
6. The program has as its objective the
right job for the right man. As he gets
experience in different training locations he can alter his course of training
to match changing interests.
7. For information watch for the AllisChalmers representative visiting your
campus, or call an Allis-Chalmers district office, or write Graduate Training
Section, Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee 1,
Wisconsin.

steam turbine generator. Said to be one
of the largest ever built i n the United
States, this spindle i i nearing completion
in the Allis-Chalmers West Ailis shops.
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T h e T o r r h t o n Needle Bearing
. . .shaft hardness determines effective load capacity

The economy of the Torrington
Needle Bearing is due in part t o
the fact that the shaft usually
serves as the inner race. Thus,
since the shaft is a n integral part
of the bearing, its load capacity
limits the capacity of the bearing
assembly. In order to obtain the
full rated load capacity of the
Needle Bearing, i t is necessary
that the shaft be a t least surfacehardened to the equivalent of
Rockwell C-58.

the shaft hardness to Rockwell
C-52 gives a resulting load factor
of .5. I n this case, the catalog
rating must be multiplied by .5
in order to obtain the true capacity of the bearing assembly.
Unheat-treated, cold rolled
shafting will only carry 2%-3% of
the bearing's rated load capacity.
The speed of the application is
also important in determining
proper hardness to assure satisSHAFT HARDNESS-LOAD
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LOCKWELL HAfiDNfSS

Loads and Speeds
Related to
Shaft Hardness
Because of material or design
limitations, i t is sometimes desired to run Needle Bearings on
shafts softer t h a n the recommended Rockwell C-58. This can
be done safely providing the bearing loads and speeds are not too
severe. However, the capacity of
the bearing assembly is only as
great as the load capacity of the
shaft, regardless of the rated load
capacity of the bearing as indicated in the catalog. The shaft
capacity decreases very rapidly
as the surface hardness is reduced
below the recommended Rockwell C-58 minimum hardness.
Figure 1 shows this very clearly. It can be seen that reducing
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which will provide the required
surface for Needle Bearing operation. Inner races are available
for all sizes of Needle Bearings.
When used, inner races should be
securely fastened to the shaft by
clamping against a shoulder, by
snap ring, or by press fit.
When designing Needle Bearings into a piece of equipment
where shaft hardness is a question, the economics of using inner

,*
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rn

@"

Figure 1 I f t h e surface hardness o f
t h e s h a f t , i t s tensile s t r e n g t h , or t h e
per c e n t o f carbon i s k n o w n , t h e load
factor can be read either right or l e f t
f r o m t h e intersection o f t h e curve.
The load factor, m u l t i p l i e d b y t h e
rated capacity o f t h e bearing, w i l l g i v e
t h e s h a f t capacity and t h e capacity o f
t h e application

Figure 2 As the speed increases, i t i s
desirable t o increase t h e s h a f t h a r d ness For a given r p m , read across t o
t h e curve a n d d o w n t o t h e proper
hardness Conversely, i f hardness i s
k n o w n , read u p t o t h e curve a n d
across t o t h e m a x i m u m r p m for t h a t
shaft.

factory shaft life. The chart in
Figure 2 illustrates this effect.

races as compared t o a properly
heat treated shaft should be carefully analyzed. When all factors
such as inner race cost, securing
devices, and actual assembly time
are considered, i t is usually found
more economical to heat treat
the shaft.

Hardened Inner Races
Available
When it is either impossible or
impractical to harden the shaft,
it is necessary to use an inner race

THE TORRINGTON C O M P A N Y
Torrington, Conn.

South Bend 21, Ind.

District Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities of United States and Canada

NEEDLE

SPHERICAL ROLLER

TAPERED ROLLER

STRAIGHT ROLLER

SAIL

NEEDLE ROLLERS

COLUMBIA-SOUTHERN
needs men with
creative imaginations
Never before in history have chemicals played such a vital
part in man's life and development. And never before has any
industry offered greater opportunities to the college graduate.
Columbia-Southern is one of the most rapidly-expanding
chemical companies. It needs promising young graduates of
scientific, engineering, and business schools. Opportunities
exist at Columbia-Southern in research and development, sales,
plant design, mining, construction and maintenance, and
chemical production. Opportunities for technical and nontechnical graduates also exist in accounting, transportation
and related service fields.
Monthly sales at Columbia-Southern are now five times as
large as they were only ten years ago, and the potentials are
even greater for the future.
Columbia-Southern is a wholly owned subsidiary of Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company. It thus presents the individual opportunities of an expanding chemical corporation, plus the stability
in being an integral part of a larger and diversified organization.
ACT NOW! Send for comprehensive booklet outlining the
"Nationwide Opportunities in Varied Technical Fields at
Columbia-Southern." Or send your application for employment to the personnel manager at our Pittsburgh address or
any of the plants. Please ive a clear, complete account of your
background, abilities an interests.

f

THEKN
RATION
L A S S COMPANY

PENNSYLVANIA

Focusing the Electron Microscope
on a chemical sample to be photo-

graphed.

LAKE CHARLES,
PLANTS: BARBERTON, OHIO * BARTLETT, CALIFORNIA * CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS
CHARLOTTE * CHICAGO *
LOUISIANA * NATRIUM, WEST VIRGINIA * DISTRICT OFFICES? BOSTON
NEW YORK
CINCINNATI e CLEVELAND * DALLAS * HOUSTON * MINNEAPOLIS * NEW ORLEANS
* PHILADELPHIA * PITTSBURGH * ST. LOUIS * SAN FRANCISCO
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HOW TO DESIGN
PRODUCTS TO SAVE
MATERIAL AND COST
O S T products can be built stronger,
more rigid with welded steel conM
struction than possible any other way.
Steel is 3 times stronger and twice as
rigid as traditional gray iron. As a result,
usually less than one-third the actual
weight of metal i s required.
Pound for pound, steel sells for a third
o f what gray iron costs at the cupola. This
lower cost per pound plus fewer pounds
needed to carry equivalent load means
that initial material costs can be cut as
much as 85% of prices charged for castings alone to which fabrication, of course,
must be added.
In a d d i t i o n t o i t s i n h e r e n t s u p e r i o r
physical properties, steel is easily formed
t o efficient engineering shapes such as I
beams and channels. Thin wall structural
sections are possible by concentrating
material at outer edges in load carrying
members where each pound of metal does
the most good. When steel is utilized t o
the fullest, a product of welded construction generally can be manufactured for
half the cost.
The examples show how a typical machine part was changed over from cast
iron t o welded steel construction. The
cost saving of 50% resulted from less
material and expense by eliminating several machining operations such as milling and drilling. Cleaning and painting
operations in the former cast design were
also avoided. T h e new welded steel base
i s both stronger, more rigid and has a
clean streamlined appearance t o improve
selling appeal.
Latest information o n designing struc.
tures t o save steel and lower cost is presented in 1200 page "Procedure Handbook of Arc Welding Design and Practice". Price only $2.00 postpaid in U.S.A

Original Cast Con
struttion require?
41% more ma

terial. Heavie
weight increased
handling costs ij
manufacture
shipment and
installation

Present Design in
Steel cut production cost 50%

...New design

F r e d HoyIe

LETTERS . . .

CONTINUED

rise and fall of civilization? What
does civilization mean? Has the
word been used by even the most
single-minded of economic men to
mean only goods and services? Is
not Hoyle's view the coup de grace
that will at last remove the arts and
humanities from our sight?
How is it possible that so distinguished an astronomer presents us
with meditations of this sort? An
intellectual plague of our day is the
use of oversimplification when trving to understand the tangled state
of the contemporary political and
social scene. Experiments in and out
of the psychological laboratory suggest that there is a general human
propensity to simplify and (in the
bad sense) to rationalize e v e n t s
which are hastily learned and perceived in scanty detail. This suggests
that it is not always wise for men of
intellectual preeminence to venture
too far from their own field of expertness. Plato suggests that a good
citizen does well to mind his own
affairs. 4 citizen whose business is
"the starry fields of heaven" need
not feel under-employed in focusing
his energies upon them rather than
casting a hasty glance and an even
hastier formula at our t r o ~ ~ b l eearth.
d
Walter R. Smith
Clarcmont M e n s C o l l ~ g ~
Sirs:

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPAQ
Cleveland 17, Ohio
THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT
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Mr. Fred Hoyle's article presents
an imbalanced technological interpretation of history, and I would like
to examine some of his arguments.
VTr. Hoyle is concerned to explain

the course of human events in terms
of technological development; and
not only are the significant aspect2
of human history presumably explained. but the only important iridit idnal or social incentive is found
in technology. Mr. Hoyle argue- that
the other common concerns of individual men and many concerns of the
cornmiinit\ are unimportant.
that scientific
Thus it i-aid
knowledge and its expansion w e the
primary things that should he irnportant to us: they determinf the
character of a11 else in our lives. and
our other roncerns cancei each other
out. Technology determine'- production. which determines our average
share, on the increase of which civilization rises.
This is similar to the familiar
theme that the stages and characteristics of civilisation are determined
by the mode of production. The
argument continues: if we seek a rise
in civilization. what we must go after
is technological knowledge (the only
important concern of civilization 1.
. . . This implies that there are other
factors that motivate men and that
are significant factors accountingfor
the rise of civilization, since they
influence the growth and use of technological knowledge. But this implied content in the conclusion contradicts the premise (that technology
is the only explanatory factor) from
which the conclusion is nresumablv
derived.
Mr. Hovle'~ideas could be related
constructively to the thesis that no
civilization and no form of social organization is guaranteed survival.
Technological knowledge and other
factors determine. for e x a r n p l e,
whether a democratic way of life will
persist or even have any practical
relevance at all. The intellectual
capacity of those living in a social
organization. the availability of materials for the satisfaction of even
minimal needs. the ability to compromise and to maintain a spirit of
magnanimity in a social context of
individual variety and diversity of
perspectives. hopes and ideals. temperament~,practical occupations. and
needs for association are. amon";
other factors. important determinants
as to whether or not you have a
democratic society.
Thus one of the factors making
civilization possible is the group of
practical techniques men have devised to mediate the conflict of competing interests. Civilization requires
cooperation. but conflict is generated
by the practical conditions under
which men can bring their diverse
CONTINUED O N P A G E 4 0

Do you want to get ahead in engineering?
Then-alter you graduate-loin a company that's expanding in fields where
big engineering futures lie.
At Boeing you'll find plenty of room
to get ahead in such projects-with-afuture as a major guided missile program
research in supersonic flight and
nuclear-powered aircraft . . . America's
first-announced jet transport . . . and the
revolutionary B-47 and B-52 jet bombers.

...

You'll find Boeing a stable 36-\ear-old
company, that has grown practically continuously. For example, Boeing now
employs 6000 engineers in contrast to
3500 dt the peak of World War 11. And
although Boeing is a large concern, it
is so organized that each engineer is

an individual who stands out-and progresses-in proportion to his ability.
Boeing is constantly alert to new techniques and materials - and approaches
them without limitations. Extensive subcontracting and major procurement
programs - directed and controlled by
engineers-give you a varied experience
and broad contacts with a cross section
of American indust?. h o industry, in
fact, matches aviation in offering such
a wide range of experience, or breadth
of application - from pure research to
production design, all p i n g on at once.
Boeing engineering activity is concentrated at Seattle in the Pacific Northwest, and Wichita in the Midwest. These

communities offer fishing, hunting, golf,
boating and other recreational facilities.
Both are fresh, modem cities with fine
residential and shopping districts, and
schools of higher learning where you can
study for adv anccd degrees.
There are openings in ALL brandies
of engineering (mechanical, civil, electrical, aeronautn-al, and related fields),
for DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION,
RESEARCH and TOOLING. Also for senomechanism and electronics designers and
anal! sts, and ph? sicbts and mathematicians with adlanced degrees.
For further information,
consult your Placement Office, or write:

J O H N C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer-Personnel
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington

and varied excellencies into a cooperative interrelation~hip. Participation in a particular kind of activity
involves a narrowing of perspective
arid understanding of the needs and
demands of those engaged in quite
different activities. I n d e e d . there
may be a complete lack of sympathy
for those in some other activity (supportir~gother ends) which is as vital
in maintaining the balance of our
civilization as is our p a r t i c u l a r
contribution.
Most simply. to do one thing prevents you from engaging in other
activities. attaining other ends. especially where long training and special attention are required. Then
consider the influence each activity
has on its practitioners: the activity
generates goals. ideals of achievement. and criteria of excellence in
dedication that are always beyond
what men attain. and so spurs them
on while decreasing their sympathy
for other activities. And so our profe-sional pursuit ( f o r example) narrows each of us eo that we tend to

neglect other equally relevant and
needed aspects of our lives (family,
religion, politics, and so forth) and
other relevant and necessarv types of
activities that go to make up the
n hole of civilized waye.

Competition and cooperation
Add to all this the competitive excellence of others that drives each of
us further toward a narrowing of our
lives. Consider also that each person
is different, and so the factor of individual variety and diversity (mentioned earlier ! completes a picture
of the conflicting interests engendered within h u m a n cooperative
association.
So we see that much of civiiization depends upon the artistry of
practical techniques that mediates an
inevitable conflict of interests and so
attains cooperative action. These
techniques are cultivated through
practice encouragetl by example and
exhortation. and they are transformed as each person gives them a

form peculiar to his personality and
objectives and his trials and errors
in the course of assimilation.
No man achieves this ability merel y t h r o 11g h scientific knowledge,
however important science is in c h ilization. And in so far as a marl
lives in a society where these t t ~ h niques are p-acticed. then to the degree this cooperation is realized it iq
also a social achievement; no man
attains this by himself, no matter
how intelligent h e is o r however
much he sees the need for these
techniques.
Continual cultivation, as well a"
eternal vigilance. is the price of liberty. And technology. as we should
know these days. can be used on
either side of the issue of liberty.
Civilization demands many kinds of
excellencies of men. The glory and
achievement of civilization is not
solely in that kind of human activity
at which we individually happen to
be proficient.
G t w i t Daams '40. V S ' 4 l
Jamaica. NPW $Â ork

SIT BACK A N B B E L A X

Let Calmec Manufacturing Company
Worry About
Your Metal Parts and Products
We have the most modern facilities and most
complete plant to give you the maximum of
service, whether it is a small part, a large part,
or a product from your ideas to the shipped article
direct to your customers, under your name, from
our plant.

CALMEC MANUFACTURING CO.
Robert A. Mclntyre, MS. '38
KImball 6204
5823 District Blvd.
Los Angeles 22, Calif.

R. Parlett, Cornell '48,
on Executive Sales Job

"Within the next ten years", says William R. Parlett, young
Worthington Sales Engineer, "many of the officers of the
corporation, district office sales managers and top salesmen
will be retired.
"Appreciating the fact that someone must fill these jobs,
our management is striving to develop capable leadership
among the younger men of the corporation.
"As a prospective Worthington Sales Engineer, I received
several months of classroom instruction by works managers,
top sales personnel and application engineers at all of the
Worthington plants. The background I obtained was a sound
basis for further development and learning gained in one of

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, see your College
Placement Bureau or write to the Personnel and Training
Department, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, N. J.

the product sales divisions and then in a district salas office.
After obtaining sufficient product knowledge and sales training,
I was ready to sell directly to industry. As more important
sales assignments are available, I feel I will progress in proportion to my own development and sales performance.
"As a Worthington salesman I contact a class of trade with
which it is a pleasure to do business. The company's reputation
is a key to a welcome reception by my customers.
"I have found that with Worthington you have job satisfaction, adequate compensation, and unlimited opportunity."
When you're thinking of a good job, think high-think
Worthington.
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15. 1952. The Ewin"
ville, Indiana.

PERSONALS

air now with his ham radio station-on
$0 meter band with W 3 P Z T call. Just to
take u p the slack in his spare time. Hank
"till has a dance orche-tra in Washington,
D. C., which play? d u b and hotel dates
on weekends.

live in Crawfordc-

1936
Brine L. Hicks, Ph.D. "39,recigned from
the Ballistic Research Lab at Aberdeen
Proving Ground. Maryland, to take a new
jot) in \fan h in the Control Systems Laboratory of the University of Illinois. He
ha< thus d e ~ e r t e d combustion for electronics. Briire cays Champaign-Urhana ic
noted for it< tornadoec-which
always
come bv hut not through the ritieÃ§. His
two tioyc. 7 and 9. are at the ctage, he
where they keep game" (from rhew
to baseball) and mncic g o i n g t h i r t e e n
hours per day.

1930
Homer B. Wellman. Ph.D., announced
the arrival of Suzanne Margaret on March
19, 1953. The Wellmans live in San .Jose.
California.

1933
Robert D. Fletcher. M.S. '34. Ph.D. '35.
worked a" a meteorological ronsultant with
the U.S.A.F.'c Air Weather Service from
October '50 to October '52. Hie work took
him to U.S.A.F. haces in Europe, Japan,
Korea, the Philippines and various Pacific
Iclandc. 1-a-t fall he waq appointed to the
position of Director of Scientific Services,
Headquarter" Air Weather Services in
Washington, D. (,. He is also a U. S.
delegate to the World Meteorological Organization of the United Nation-. Boh
says he frequently cees Col. George Taylor.
'29, M.S. '31, Ph.D. '33, and Major General
Don Yatet, M.S. '39, and recently attended
a meeting with hic old LIT roommate,
Oreg Hartmann '33.

1939
Keuts 4. Pullen wae one of a number of
( altec h graduate- pre-ienting papers at the
Winter National Meeting of the Institute
of Radio Engineers.

1940
Miller Qiiarle's, Jr.. M.S. '$1, is chief
geophyqirict for the Precision Exploration
Company in Houston. He addressed the
\pril meeting of the Dallas Geophysical
Society at Southern Methodist University
on "\ System of Character Correlation on
Sei<mograph Records.''

1937
David P r e ~ m a n . Ph.D. "40. and Dr.
Leonhard Korngold. both of New York'c
Sloan-Kettering Inctitute, announced what
the newspapers referred to as "a possible
new rnre for (ancer" before the American
Asqociation for Cancer Research, in Chicago last month. The process involves
making radioactive antibodies seek out and
-mash cancer rells, and has proved effective in come animal experin~entc.

1941
Col. Oilier K. Jonev is now In<pe(tor
General for the \ir Weather Service but
expects to leave this job coon to become
Director of Personnel of the Air Weathpr
Service in Washington, D. f. Oliver'c got
no new members in hie family to reportcays six ( 6 ) kids are enough for awhile.

1934

1938

1943

James W . McRae, M.S., Ph.D. '37, was
one of three research administrators selected to dddrew the Electronic Components
Symposium held at the Shakespeare Club
in Pasadena April 29 to May 1. Jim
is vice-president of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories.

Henry K. E v a n ~ .highway tranqiortation
cperialict, recently completed a two-week
jaunt through Idaho, Oregon, California,
and Illinois-holding
parking clinics in
conjunction with the local Chambers of
Commerc e.
Hank also recently participated in the
Time-Life Urban Traffic Round Table in
New York and had an article published
in Vation's Businen. entitled '"Rr for
Parking IIIc." He is also hack on the

Arnold Vevis married the former Newlin 4chmore of Tallahascee, Florida, \act
Sept. 6. They met while Arnold was interning at the Stanford University Hospital
in San Francisco, where Newlin was a
nurse. Arnold is now at M.I.T. on a fellowship studying biophysics. John Ma'son
'17, i3h.D. '50, their best man, visited them
in Cambridge for a feiv days recently. John
i now with Aireqearch in Los Angelec.

1935
Cordon R. Ewing now has two children
-Ellen, age 7, and Gordon Richardson,
Jr. (better known as Ricky), horn March

1
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
SECRETARY

PRESIDENT

John E. Sherborne "34

Donald S. Clark '29

VICE-PRESIDENT

Gerald P. Foster '40

George B. Holmes '38

B O A R D O F DIRECTORS

K. E. Kingman '29
Kenneth F. Russell '29
Fred H. Felberg '42
Hallan N. Marsh '22
Francis M. Greenhalgh '41
Allen A. Ray '35
Richard W. Stenzel '21

ALUMNI CHAPTER OFFICERS
Washington, D. C., Chapter:

New York Chapter:
PRESIDENT

Howard E. Baker "O

F. Miles Day '46

Underwriters Labs. Inc., 161 Sixth 4ve,

!%'E:Gn

VICE-PRESIDENT

3618 N. Potomar St., Arlington 13, Va.

Erwin Baumgarten '40
Calco Division, American Cyanide Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

SECRETARY-TREASURER
S. Kendall Gold '42
California-Texa3 Oil Co. Ltd.. 551 Fifth 4ve.. N. Y. 17

San Francisco Chapter:

St., Takoma Park, Md.

Sacramento Chapter:
Tracy L. Atherton '25
State Division of water Resources, l12064N,,street
VICE-PRESIDENT
George A. Fleming '12
U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, 2929 Fulton Avenue

PRESIDENT
Robert R. Bowles '41
California Research Corp., 576 Standard Ave., Richmond

SECRETARY-TREASURER

Arnold L. Grossberg '42
California Research Corp., 576 Standard Ave., Richmond

Chicago Chapter:

VICE-PRESIDENT

Robert G. Heitz '36
Dow Chemiral Company. Pittsburg, California
SECRETARY-TREASURER

The S a n Francisco Chapter meets for lunch at the
Fraternity Club, 345 Bush St., every Thursday.

Howard Goodhue '24

SECRETARY-TREASURER

state Division of
PRESIDENT

'lZ0

Mervin A. Schuhart '32

"N" Street

LeVan Griffis '37
Armour Research Foundation, 35 W. 33rd St.
Ehen Vey '41
Illinois Institute of Technology, 3300 S. Federal St.
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Harrison Lingle '43
Signode Steel Strapping Co., 2600 N. Western Ave.

VICE-~RE~~DENT

r fastening problems arise..

.

Consider ELASTIC
LOCKING COLLAR
It i s threadiest and resilient. Every bolt impresses
(but does not cut) its full thread contact in the
Red Elastic Collar to fully grip the bolt threads.
inaddition, this threading action
properly
seats
the metal threads-and eliminates axial play
between bolt and nut threads. All Elastic Stop
Nuts-regardless
type Or
in position anywhere an a bolt or stud, maintain
accurate adjustments and seal against liquid
seepage. Vibration, impact or stress reversal
does not disturb prestressed or positioned settings.

Whenever fastening presents a problem-ESNA is ready with a quick
answer. More than 3000 types and sizes of self-locking vibration-proof
fasteners-plus the "know-how" of ESNA engineers-are
available here
at ESNA.
ESNA has long been known as "design headquarters" for self-locking fasteners. Accepted by Army, Navy and Air Force, virtually every
aircraft built in the past decade has been Elastic Stop Nut-equipped.
On
- -.
the railroads, in the oil fields, on automobiles and construction equip- rnent, Elastic Stop Nuts manufactured to exacting quality control standards, are doing specialized jobs every day.
Be familiar with the design help ESNA offers. Write us for details
on Elastic Stop Nuts. Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America, 2330
Vauxhall Road, Union, N. J.
A

ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF A M E R I C A
HIGH
TEMPERATUBE

D E S I G N

H E A D Q U A R T E R S

F O R

SPLINE

CLINCH

c=

S E L F - L O C K I N G
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F A S T E N E R S

1944
S u r r ~ v aRujet Tanvildiz. M.S.. i- ( hief
Engineer a t the Arrn- Plant of the Mechanic a! and ( tiernit al Indu&eÂ¥ at \ri
kara, Turkey-a
ctate entt~rpriye ( o n s i ~ t ing of 16 different plants lofated in different part- of Turkey. It's been w e n year\
since he left the state', during which time
he kay" he ha- heard iery little about the
Institiite. and would welcome newq of hi&
rlasimateq and proft+or-.
Jtnk K ~ t t l e r . M.". '46. ie <till working
at Airesearch in Los Vngeles on <mall gak
tnrbin<\. He is n o w a senior development
engineer in charge of production gaÃ turl i n e compresqor unit". On February 14.
1953. he marlied F'atri(ia F'rirhard of
aurora. Illinois, a U.( .IJ.\. graduate. They
are currently living in Rtvlondo Bearh.
Other- working at ~\ire<ear(hare Homer
V n o d 38. a+istant chief engineer in
c harge of T u r t ~ o r n a c h i n e :r ~dartton P a u l
, proje(t engineer: and Lyie S i x '17,
<i9,
M.S. '48. D i i k Rohinwn '48. Don Fur<f "16.
M.S. '18, Paul Kt&. M.S. '$8, and Jolin
h n r t o n . Jr. "18- all w o r k i n g n n pas tinl i n e s and other piece< of turhomac hinery.

.

rnerit Laboratorie- in ( nlvtlr ( ity. f alif.
funifi 11. Binke M.S. 18. A.E. $9, noiv
ha- a -on and a daughter-Sit-an
haling
arrived on \j#ril 11. Jim i~ in the d e + n
and development department a t ( alte(h'<
let Propii1'-ion Laboratory.

1946
1.t. F. Wilm Da-s write* that he ha* jn-t
been advanced tn Lieutenant-eo
the Day( a n now eat hamhiirgern ini-tead of hot
dog*-. and the jalopy now haq new +ho(k>.
( hildren #1 and # 2 a r e in good health
-with
# 3 apparently on the w a \ . Mile"(ontinne- in the material control diti+ion
of the Bureau of Ship'- in Washington.
I).(.. and expect- to fight the battle of
repair part- there for about another year.
He i i also the preÃ§iden of the Wa-hing
ton \lun'irii Chapter.
Ben Boiarnifh and hi- wife have a 21month-old daughter. Deborah. Ben i~ z
phy'-ici'st a t the Watertown (Maw.
Vt"erial. and was recently aseigned a & Chief
of the Sintered Metal- and Ceramic6
Section.

1943

1945

Jom'"i G . Vendel. Ph.D., is an \ ~ s o r i a t e
Profewor of Mathemati~q a t Louisian;~
State University in Baton Rouge. T h e
Wendel* now h a t e three c hildren-Wanc y.
hoin in '51 and Robert and Peter (twin-)
born in '52.

Jo'ieph F. Hook i* a mechanical engineer
in the Guided Misqile l a t ~ n r a t o i y at the
Hughes Aircraft Reqearrh and Develop-

Don Lunir~riq now training a t Fort Ord,
Lalifornia. He married Irene ( ruze on

1950

\pril I?! at the Holy Redeemer ( h u r r h i r i
Moritrov. ( alifornia. Don ramp down from
Fort Ord at d:00 a.m. on Saturday for the
rerpmony and reported had: to ( a m p the
following day.
J a r r i r ~ ~Hendriikwn i-ends word from
( :~rnt~ridge,
V1a-s-.. that he "wishe- to ahdi( a t e formally from hi- renowned anrl revered offire of Pope Emeritu- to Blacker
Hoii-is in iiew of the i r i ~ o n ~ i ~ t t ~
ofn that
ry
(elillate po4tiori with his forthcoming nuptials in \[ay to Sybil Pardee of Camtiridge. He xi-he-s to exhort hi+ siirre'isork
in that notile hierarchy to rarry on itrlobl<- ofFn e-. He wi-he- also to warn his
( alifornia a+oc iatt < of his expected voyage
to the citadcl of 'cienre in July that they
may prepare the fatted r alf."

1951
Stan Bokourt and his wife June have a
new baby. Kathy Lynn. born on Vfarrh 12.
T h e Roicourta live in Vberdeen. Mi-sic\ippi. where Stan'< working for the Western Geophyic a! Company.
Robert F. Connellv reports that his
fourth child, Gary Duane. was horn on
ipril 20. f He also advises i n that Gary''
godfather, Duane C. Vezerman '51 is doing
fine. 1 This makes three hoys arid a girl
for the ( orinelly-. Boh works a-s a (hemict
at the Bray Oil and Chemical ( ompany
I
1 , 0 ~ \ n g c l e ~ Other (altech men emiloyed there are C l a r e i ~ eI,. Ifmerot '27,
sales manager: Rir hard f'. Sr h ~ ~ s t e rJr.
.
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Oil Properties Consultants, Inc.
Complete Petroleum and Production
Engineering Service

FOOD MACHINERY AND
CHEMICAL CORPORATION
In Northern California

Subsurface Geology @ Micropaleontology
Reservoir Mechanics
Secondary Recovery and Evaluation
Registered Engineers

Petroleum Engineering
Associates, Inc.

HAS OPENINGS FOR

Complete Laboratory Service

DESIGN
ENGINEERS
Immediate ooenings for Junior and Senior Design Engineers to
design and lay out Agricultural Equipment, Food Processing
and Canning Equipment, and Tracked Vehicles. The variety
of product lines offers greater job security and opportunity to
advance to Project Level and to Division Chief Engineer.

Core-Analysis
@
PVT
@
Fractional Analysis
Hen6 Engel, Ph.D. '33
FIorent H. Bailly, '27
709-711 South Fair Oaks Avenue
SYcahiore 3-1156
Pasadena 2, California
R y a n 1.8141

AEC E N G I N E E R I N G
AND CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
ENGINEERS

Pleasant Suburban

STEVVt P O W E R P I A N T S

Living Conditions

DESIGNERS

PROCESS PIPING

MECHANICAL E Q U I P M E N T INSTALLATIONS
Phoenix

APPLY TO W. P. TODD
P. 0 . Box 367, San Jose, Calif.

CONTRACTORS

CY. 4-8124

LOS 4NGELES

Las Vegas

Normandy 38291
Robt. M. Heidenreich

This Plane made History

It's your aptitude, your knowledge of engineering principles,
your degree in engineering that count.
Those-plus the opportunity Lockheed is offering you-are all you need for a

The P-38Lightning- first 400 mile
per hour fighter-interceptor, the
"fork-tailed Devil" that helped
win World War 11.

This Plane is making History

career as an aircraft engineer. In Lockheed's special program for engineering
graduates, you may go back to school, or you may convert to aircraft work by
doing-on-the-job training. But whichever it is, you receive full pay while learning.
But Lockheed offers you more than a career. It offers you a new life, in an area
where living conditions are beyond compare. Outdoor living prevails the
year-'round. Mountains, beaches are an hour from Lockheed.

The Super Constellation- larger, faster,
more powerful; the plane that bridges
the eao between modern air trans~ort
and commercial jet transport.

This Plane will make History

See your Placement Officer today for the details on Lockheed's Aircraft Training Program
for engineers, as well as the better living conditions in Southern California.
If your Placement Officer is out of the illustrated brochures describing living and
working conditions at Lockheed, write M. V. Mattson, Employment Manager

ircraft Corporation
Burbank, California

This plane- which exists only In
the brain of an engineer like yourself
- i s one reason there's a better
future for you at Lockheed. For
Lockheed will always need engineers
with ideas, engineers with
imagination, engineers who build
the planes that make history.

Push-Bu

CHEMICAL PROBLEMmoo

...a means of "touching up" furniture, automobiles, and household equipment that would be
convenient, easy to do, and not
messy.

SOLUTION

0 0 0

.

. . aerosol lacquers, made with
nitrocellulose and resins produced
by Hercules. These quick-drying
sprays, readily applied at the
touch of a finger, restore original
color to any lacquered or baked
enamel surface.
COLLEGE MEN..

.

This is but one example of the
far-reaching chemical developments in which you could participate a t Hercules-in research,
production, sales, or staff operations. It suggests the ways Hercules' products serve an everbroadening range of industries
and end-uses.

HerculesFbusiness i s solving problems by chemistry for industry

...

...

soaps, detergents, rubber, insecticides, adhesives,plastics, paint, varnish, lacquer, textiles, paper,
to name a few, use Hercules@ synthetic resins, cellulose products, chemical cotton, terpene chemicals, rosin and rosin derivatives, chlorinated products and other chemical processing materials.
Hercules@ explosives serve mining, quarrying, construction, seismograph projects everywhere.

HERCULES POWDER. COMPANY Wilmington 99, Delaware
~<oe""*.

EP

Sales Offices in Principal Cities
EC53-5

What's Happening at CRUCIBLE
ubwt

h i i h

twol steel

CRUCIBLE HOLLOW TOOL STEEL

Crucible is. now making its high quality tool bteel available
in hollow form. Bars of Crucible Hollow Tool Steel can now
be obtained with machine finished inside and outside diameters and faces - in three famous grades: KETOS,AIRDI 150
and SANDERSON.
Already its use has effected substantial savings for makers of tool steel parts with cutout centers.

typiral applirations
The ring shaped tools that can be fabricated from hollow
tool steel are virtually limitless - beading rolls, bearings and
bushings, blanking and briquetting dies, cam dies and followers, chuck jaws, circular knives and shears, cutters, die holders
and inserts, engraver and edging rolls, extrusion dies, feed
and flue rollers, forming rolls, nozzles, wws, sleeves, slitters,
stamping dies, wheels.. and many others.

.

JIHW it cuts costs
Crucible Hollow Tool Steel permits a toolmaker to bypass
drilling, boring, cutting off and rough facing operations. Naturally, this results in less production time per unit, greater
machine capacity, and a reduction in scrap losses. In some
cases material costs alone are cut 20% by the use of Crurible
Hollow Tool Steel instead of regular bar stork.

avtiilc'ibility
All grades and sizes of Crucible Hollow Tool Steel are carried in stork in Crucible warehouses conveniently located
throughout the country.

53Fo^.

rc^w&
\-l s^ee&na^ta.

GRADES

Sizes (inches)

3 0 0. x 1%'~
1.0.
31% 0 0. X 1% 1.D.
3% 0.0. x 11/2 I.D.
3% 0.0. X lY2 I.D.
31/2 0.0. X 2 1.0.
4 0 D. x 11/2 1.0.
4 0.D. x 2 1.0.
4% 0.0. X 1% 1.0.
4% 0.0. x 2 1.0.
5 0.D. X 2 1.0.
5 0 0. x 2V2 I.D.
5 0 0. x 3 1.0.
5q2 0 0. X 1% 1.0.
5% 0 0. X 2 I.D.
5% 0 D. X 2% I.D.
6 0 0. x 1% I.D.
6 0 0. x 2 1.0.
6 0.0 x 3 I D.
6Y2 0 0 x 3V4 I.D.
6% 0 0. x 3% 1.0.
6% 0.0 x 4 1.0.
7 0.D x 2% I.D.
7 0 D x 3 I.D.
7 0.0. X 3% 1.0.
7 0.D. x 4 1.0.
7V2 0 D X 3 1.0.
7% 0 0. X 3% 1.0.
7% 0 0. x 4 I.D.
8 0 0. x 3% 1.0.
8 0 0 x5ID.
8% 0 0. X 3% 1.0.
8% 0.0. X 5% I.D.
900.~410.
9 0.0. X 5 I.D.
9 0.0. x 6 I.D.
10 0 0. X 4 1.0.
10 0.0. x 5 1.0.
10 0.0. x 6 1.0.
110 0. X 4 I D.
110.D. x 6 0 0.
110.0. x 7 I 0.
12 0 0. X 5 1.0.
12 0.0. x 6 1.0.
1200 x7ID.
12 0.0. x 8 I D
13 0 0. x 6 1.0.
13 0 D. x 7 1.0.
13 0 0. x 8 I 0.
13 0 0. x 9 I 0.
1 4 0 0 x7IO.
14 0.D x 10 I 0.
15 0 0. X 9 I 0.
15 0 0 x 10 I 0.
16 0 0 X 10 I 0.
16 0 0. X 12 I 0

A M I 150

x
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x
x
x
x

x
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x
x
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x
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x
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x

x

x

x
x
x

x

t~i'/111ira1service
If you make tools with machined-out centers and wish
additional information on Crucible Hollow Tool Steel,
or technical assistance in solving an application problem,
call in a Crucible representative. Our experienced staff
of tool steel bpecialibts is always available.

first name in special purposa steels

CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA, GENERAL SALES OFFICES, OLIVER BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Midland Works. Midland, Pa.
Soaulding Works, Hdrrison, N. J.
Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Spnng Works Pittsburgh, Pa.
National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio
Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N. Y.
Trent Tube Company, East Troy, Wisconsin
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PERSONALS . . .

CONTINUED

'$0. plant wperintendent: and Haiid ( .
Bunk's '$5, non o n leaxe with the Naiv.
Bill R hitne-v and hi*- wife E'elyn are
yending their vhcond year in ( ambridge.
Ma**. Fle q a y theyre <till - o m e ~ h a tconfu*ed h y the idio*yncraeieq of New England weather but are enjoying it there
immensely. Evelyn work* in the 4dmis<ion* Offi(e at M.I.T. and Bill ii. in the
Low Temperature Laboratory. putting tog ~ t h e rapparatus for a liquid helium e\periment. He hopes to have hi< Ph.D. work
completed in another year or two.

ATHLETIC SCHEDULE
TENNIS

M a y 16, 2:15 p.m.
Caltech at Occidental
M a y 16, 2:15 p.m.
Frosh vs. Occidental
a t Caltech

1952
George I,. Ellman, Ph.D., has been working for the Dow Chemiral Company in
Midland, Ifichigan, ever 4ir1ce leaving C altech. He cays he wa5 recently '"volunteered" for the local \ ( S uertion'q radio
committee. But (rf-orge.1- real n e w i-'
the annonn(ement of the arrival of a
daughter. Judith Franc is. lait February 28.

M a y 15, 1 :30p.m.
Caltech vs. Whittier
a t Brookside

M a y 16, 9:00 a.m.
Varsity and Frosh
Conference Tournament
at Caltech

M a y 22, 9:00a.m.
Varsity Conference
Tournament at Pomona

DEMONSTRATION LECTURES

-

-

Friday Evenings
7 : 3 0 p.m.
201 Bridge
M a y 15-"Emergency
Substitutes for Blood Plasma,"
b y Dr. Jerome Vinograd
b y Professor Richard H. Jahns
M a y 22-"Upside-Down
Volcanoes of Sonora, M e x i c o "

CcffUftdOft

ALLEN MACHINE & TOOL CO.

LABORATORY

Designers and Builders of Special Machinery and Tools
Also General Machine Work
13409 S. Alameda Street
Compton, California
Phones: NEvada 6-1219 - NEwrnark 1-8190

DAMES & MOORE
Trent R. Dames '33

GOLF

M a y 15, 1 :30 p.m.
Varsity a n d Frosh
Conference Tournament
at Caltech

BASEBALL

COLOR FILM PROCESSING
RALPH 8 ATKINSON 30-7273

1

Life Insurance

.

COLOR PRINTS

+

PHOTO CHEMICALS

SANTA MONICA BLVD HOLLYWOOD 46 CALIF

Annuities

Estate Planning

HAROLD 0. GRONDAHL

William W. Moore '33

Soil Mechanics Investigations

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Geneial Offices: 816 West Fifth Street, Los Angeles 17
Regional Offices in Los Angeles San Francisco
Portland Seattle Salt Lake City New York London

234 E. Colorado Street
Pasadena 1, Calif.
Res.: SY. 3-5514
Ryan 1-8431
Sycamore 2-7141

OLNEY BROTHERS

RUG AND FURNITURE CLEANING
ORIENTAL RUG EXPERTS
312 N. Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena 8, Calif.
Sycamore 3-0734

SMITH-EMERY COMPANY

since 1910
Chemists-Engineers
Chemical and Physical Testing Laboratories
920 Santee Street
Los Angeles 15. California
Member American Council of Commercial Laboratories

455 EL DORADO, PASADENA 5, CALIFORNIA

1

TRUESDAIL LABORATORIES, INC.
CHEMISTS - BACTERIOLOGISTS - ENGINEERS
Consultation, Research and Testing
4101 N. Figueroa St., L. A. 65 - CApitol 4148
C . E. P. Jeffreys, Ph.D. '31
Technical Director
Charter Mbr., American Council of Commercial Laboratories

VROMAN'S

GEOPHYSICAL COMPANY
SEISMIC & GRAVITY EXPLORATION SERVICE

595 East Colorado Street

Pasadena 1, Calif.

Sycamore 3-1171
Books & Stationery
469 E. Colorado Street

Pasadena

Ryan 1-6669
Office Equipment
1271 E. Colorado Street
Pasadena

I
1

Return Postage Guaranteed
Engineering & Science
Calif. Inst, of Technology
Pasadena, Calif.

WAYS TO BEGIN A SUCCESSFUL CAREER
TEST ENGINEERING PROGRAM-ffers

engineering graduates opportunities for careers not only in engineering but in all phases o f the Company's
business. Includes rototing assignments plus opportunities for clossroom study.

BUSINESS TRAINING PROGRAM-pen
to business administration. liberol
arts, and other graduates.
for careers in accounting, finance, administration, and other fields. Includes on-the-iob troining plus classroom study.

..

CHEMICAL AND METALLURGICAL PROGRAM-provides rotational assignments in chemistry, chemical engineering, and metallurgy. Also offers
graduate-level courses stressing solution of practical engineering problems
through application of basic principles of physical chemistry and unit
operations.

F E W comoanies can
offer as broad a'range of career
opportunities as General Electric.
Whether a young man is interested in science or engineering,
physics or chemistry, electronics
or atomic energy. plastics or air
conditioning, accounting or sales,
employee relations or advertising,
drafting or jet engines . . . he can
plan for himself a G-E career.
The training programs summarized here arc only a few of
the "open doorways" that lead to
successful careers in a company
where big and important jobs arc
being done, and where young
people of vision and courage are
needed to help do them.
If you are interested in bnilding a G-E career after graduation,
talk with your placement officer
and the G-E representative when
he visits your campus. Meanwhile,
for farther information write to
College Editor, Depr., 2-123,
General Electric Co., Schenectady
5, New York.

MANUFACTURING TRAINING PROGRAM-for

developing leaders in

the field o f manufacturing. Open to graduates with
.. . ....
a technical
.. -. . education
. ...
or o general education with technical emphasis.
~~

~

ADVERTISING TRAINING COURSEÃ‘offer graduates career opportunities
in all phases of advertising, sales promotion, and public relations work.
Includes on-the-job troining and a complete classwork program.

PHYSICS PROGRAM-offers
p'hysiclsk rotating assignments in applied
research in many fields of physics plus ample opportunity for organized
classroom study. Program graduates have gone into such fields as research,
development, manufacturing, design, marketing.

.
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